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Ms. Ronna CHAO
Chief Executive O!cer

็ణঀॊ
ᤈ

Dear Friends of Bai Xian,

As I reflect on 2017, I am extremely heartened not 
only by how far we have come in the past three 
years, but also by the growing ecosystem of our Bai 
Xian (BX) community that has begun to take root 
and bear fruit.  Since the inception of our Asian 
Future Leaders Scholarship Program (AFLSP) in 
2014, Bai Xian Asia Institute (BXAI) has supported 
over 300 Scholars in their undergraduate, master’s, 
and doctoral studies spanning numerous disciplines.  
Of those who have graduated from the Program, 
some have embarked on careers in international 
business, while others have established initiatives 
that aim to bring cultures together or feature 
regional partnerships.  Our current cohort includes 
over 80 Scholars who are pursuing a wide range of 
disciplines at our 16 partner universities in Mainland 
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, and Korea.  

BXAI’s mission to promote peace and understanding 
by building bridges across cultures continues as 
we enter into our fourth year of operations with 
confidence and anticipation.  Our key goals for 
the upcoming year include increasing our impact, 
broadening our reach, and deepening engagement 
within our community – all of which we hope to 
achieve through continuous self-evaluation and 

����ଙଙಸ�ᤈੀ
Message from the CEO

FORGING AHEAD ᏁᏌڹᤈ
ਜ਼සጱጯᨲԏғ

౯ ࣁ � � � � ଙ ࢧ ᶶ ౯ ժ ᬦ ஃ ӣ ଙ ᯾ ݐ 
ጱ ౮ ੪ զ ݊ ෭ Ⴙ ौ य़ ጱ ጯ ᨲ   ᗑ ᕶ ԏ
ݸ ҅ Ⴎ ݑ Ἡ ᛩ ̶ ᛔ � � � � ଙ Ե ၖ ๚  ᶾ ᤥ
ॹ  ᰂ ᦇ ښ ҁ ᓌ ᑍ ŉ ॹ  ᰂ ᦇ ښ Ŋ ҂ ౮ ᒈ�
զ҅ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺ૪ᩒۗ᩻ᬦ���֖ጯᨲᘏධ
ॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ̶ࣁ૪ᕪᶲླڥӱጱ
ጯᨲԏӾ҅ӞԶސԧقቖᘳӱኞ႕҅ᘒ
ᶱፓ֢ݳऒጱ܄۸فԞᑌຄಭӞԶݚ
ԭӾ֖ࣁጯᨲᘏྋݷᔮ̶ጱ��ग़ى֎վ
य़ᴭ̵ḕ̵ݣკ̵෭ᶥጱ��ಅ֢ݳय़᯾
ධ֖᧞ᑕ̶

ጯᨲጱֵฎ᭗ᬦୌᒈ۸Իၞጱզᬰ܄
ऒᳵጱଘݎӨፘቘᥴ̶ࣁ౯ժᖀᖅ꧌ჿᛔמ
ଙԏᴬ҅౯ժጱԆࢥᒫفଃ፳ᬯӻֵ๗இ
ᥝፓຽਖ਼۱ೡी୩ॹᰂᦇښጱ҅ێߥጯᨲ
୩ጯᨲ౮ާԏᳵጱ̶ۖ᭗ᬦ೮ᖅےᗑᕶզ֢݊ݳ
ᬰᤈጱᛔ౯ᦧදᬰ҅౯ժ๕ᚆᬰӞྍඪ೮ጯ
ᨲጱԪӱ҅ԈํېԎጱጯᨲၚۖᘸտ҅ଚ
ԅጯᨲᐒᗭ൫ୌṛපጱԻၞ̵ဋ᭗ଘ̶ݣ
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improvement, strengthening our support for alumni 
initiatives, hosting meaningful events and gatherings, 
and maintaining e"ective communication channels 
that connect the BX community.

Thanks to the support of our partner universities 
and many BX friends, we are proud to report some 
of our notable achievements of 2017:

Ŏ 84 scholarships were granted to the AFLSP’s   
 fourth cohort of students

Ŏ Our second cohort of 94 Scholars graduated   
 from the Program

Ŏ Successful completion of the third annual BXAI   
 Summer Program at National Taiwan University

Ŏ The first Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award (AIA)   
 was conferred on Baamboo, an online platform   
 created by a group of five BX Alumni of    
 di"erent nationalities from three di"erent   
 universities

Ŏ Launch of a brand new website featuring the   
 latest news and engaging content that highlights  
 student activities and BX community stories

Our third Summer Program was held over three 
weeks in August 2017 at National Taiwan University’s 
campuses in Taipei and Xitou Nature Education 
Area.  It was delightful to see our scholars engaging 
deeply with one another as they explored the theme 
of “Sustainability and Entrepreneurship” through 
panel presentations, debates, experiential activities, 
and excursions.  This immersion gave scholars a 
chance to think critically, broaden their perspectives, 
and form new friendships while becoming better 
equipped to lead their generation with mutual 
respect and understanding.

We were also very encouraged by the positive 
response to our newly launched AIA, where we 
received a number of socially responsible action 
plans tackling Asia-centric issues developed by BX 
Alumni.  More about the award and our first winner, 
Baamboo, can be found later in this report.  We hope 
to see more innovative ideas from our alumni this 
coming year as they work together to find creative 
solutions to critical challenges.

Looking ahead, I am excited about what the future 
holds for BXAI and our scholars.  We are in the midst 
of planning our fourth Summer Program, which will 
be held at Peking University this August.  We are 
also developing more community building events 
and programs that will further strengthen our alumni 
network and fuel the growth of the AFLSP.  I am 
deeply grateful for the support from our partners 
and friends, and for the dedication of my colleagues 
at BXAI.   Let us work together across cultures and 
borders to pave the way towards a prosperous, 
sustainable, and harmonious modern Asia.

Yours sincerely,

Ronna Chao
Chief Executive O!cer

�ඪ೮ӥ҅ێጱय़ጯᨲԏय़֢ݳಅํࣁ
౯ժᚆᛔ᨟ࣁྌӨय़ਹړՁ����ଙጱ᯿य़౮ຎғ

Ŏ� ጱᩒۗښॹᰂᦇࢥኞ឴ᒫݷ��ํو

Ŏ� ᒫԫॹᰂᦇښጱ�ӱླڥጯᨲᘏ૪ᕪᶲݷ�

Ŏ� ᒫӣጯᨲԵၖา๗ս۸᧞ᑕېԈۑკय़౮ݣࣁ

Ŏ� ᒫӞጯᨲ�Alumni Initiative Award (AIA)ദ� �
� Ԩŉ%DDPERRŊń�Ӟӻኧᛔӣಅय़ӧݶᔁ�
� ጱԲݷጯᨲڠୌጱᗑᕶଘݣ

Ŏ� വૅڊෛጱጯᨲᗑᒊ҅᯾ᶎ႗ፍԧ๋ෛጱጯᨲ�
� ᩒᦔ̵ኞၚۖ݊ጯᨲ౮ާඳԪ

౯ժጱᒫӣา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ૪ᕪԭ2017ଙ8์ݣࣁკ
य़ყ१ᛔᆐරᙙ܄ࢮ౮ۑԈ̶ې౯ժོࡅ፡ᥠ
ጯᨲᘏ᭗ᬦ֛ࢫᐏ̵ᬚᦞ̵ਫ᪢ၚۖᬱ᪃ᒵၚ
Իၞ̶فӱŊጱԆ᷌ᬰᤈԧႮڠ೮ᖅӨݢᕰŉࢱ҅ۖ
ᬯེᵙጱᕪܲᕳጯᨲᘏ׀ԧಢڣᘍጱጱ
տ҅ԧӻՈᥤᰀ҅ङِԧஂྌԏᳵጱ᧩҅ଚӬ
ᦏ՜ժࣁፘਜ਼᯿ቘᥴጱ࿎ࢱӾ̵ߥଃۖ՜ժ
ᬯӞդᶆଙ̶

౯ժݶԞࢩጯᨲḒ$,$ጱᑌຄߥଫᘒఽོ
̶౯ժතکԧጯᨲڊጱහᶱىԭᥴ٬Եၖፘ
ࢫḒ឴ᙯԭAIAى̶ښᳯ᷌ጱᐒտᨱձᤈۖᦇى
ᴚŉBaambooŊጱᧇఘݢզࣁྌଙಸ᯾̶ک౯ժ๕
Քଙݢզ፡ᥠๅग़ጱጯᨲἶஞํڠ᭜ێጱ
ොໜଫԵၖᐒ܄ጱᵙ̶᷌

౯ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺզ݊ጯᨲᘏጱ๚ჿ๗இ̶
Քଙ�์۹ࣁՂय़Ԉېጱᒫࢥา๗ս۸᧞ᑕྋࣁ
ᓉ॓ԏӾ̶౯ժԞਖ਼വڊๅग़ํፅԭጯᨲᐒᗭጱၚۖ
ጱᑞྍവښॹᰂᦇᗑᕶጱୌ୩ےᶱፓ
ᬰ̶౯ᤙஞఽᨀጯᨲጱ֢ݳվ֎Өጯᨲԏጱඪ೮҅
զ݊ݶԪժᙧݸጱ՞̶ڊᦏ౯ժ൭ಋ൫ୌӞӻ᩼
�ጱሿդݎ೮ᖅݢ᧯ᔺឍ̵ݻኴጱଚᬧ۸
Եၖ̶

็ణ
ᤈ
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Mr. Ronald K.Y. CHAO
Honorary Chairman
ኞضٌ᳑็
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺݷቘԪᳩ

ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺҁᓌᑍŉᎸᑪᴺŊ҂ፘמ۸රᙙฎୌ
ᒈӞӻፘቘᥴ̵ਜ਼᯿ଘᒵጱ᧯ӮኴጱىᲫ̶

Ꮈᑪᴺݎࣁ۸රᙙᦇښզ̵ݎސᄶۜԵၖ
ӧݶਹ܄ጱኞ̶Ꮈᑪᴺ๕ीᬰԵၖኞ
Өय़ԏᳵጱԻၞ҅ଚࣁ᎖௳ӡݒጱقቖࢶวӥङ
ِ՜ժᐒᗭጱ୭ંఽஂྌጱቘᥴ̶

Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښҁᓌᑍŉॹᰂᦇښŊ҂႗
ፍ׀ᕳԵၖኞڹஃձ֜Ӟᳵ໐ஞ݇Өय़੪
ጱॹᰂ҅Ӟӻԅ๗ӣޮጱጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞
ᑕ̶ࣁጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ᯾҅ಅํॹᰂᦇښጱ
ଫኞਖ਼֛ݶوḵ᧞झԟ̵ੜᕟᦎᦞ̵ኦᰀ
�҅ጯᨲ$OXPQLݶᎸᒵӿၚ̶ۖ᧣֛ࢫັ᧣
,QLWLDWLYH�$ZDUG��$,$��Ἡۜᛔӧ܄ࢮ໊ݶጱጯ
ᨲ൭ಋํڥԭᐒտጱᤈۖᦇ҅ښզݶوᥴ
٬୮ՔԵၖᐒ̵܄ሾहᕪၧᒵݱොᶎጱᵙ̶᷌

ԭ౯ժى
About Us

Bai Xian Asia Institute (BXAI) believes that cross-
cultural education is the key to a harmonious world 
built on mutual understanding, respect, and equality.

Through  education programs that empower and 
inspire scholars in di"erent Asian countries and 
regions, BXAI seeks to strengthen relationships 
between the people of Asia, support partnerships 
between East Asian academic institutions, and 
cultivate a sense of community and mutual 
understanding within a changing global landscape.

Our Asian Future Leaders Scholarship Program 
(AFLSP) provides scholarships for students from Asia 
to study abroad at any of our Anchor or Participating 
Universities, while our three-week BXAI Summer 
Program brings together current AFLSP students 
for an enriching experience that includes lectures, 
discussions, study trips, and group research.  The Bai 
Xian Alumni Initiative Award (AIA) encourages Bai 
Xian Alumni from di"erent campuses and regions to 
work together in teams to produce socially responsible 
action plans that address critical challenges faced by 
Asia’s communities, environments, and economies 
today.
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By creating intercultural opportunities for young 
scholars in Asia to learn from and engage with 
one another, BXAI’s ultimate goal is to bring up 
innovators, thought leaders, and influencers who 
embrace diversity and are committed to promoting 
peace, regional collaboration, and harmony in Asia 
and beyond.

OUR VISION AND MISSION
BXAI’s vision is to become Asia’s preeminent 
educational platform that paves the way towards 
a prosperous and conflict-free modern Asia.  By 
building bridges across cultures, BXAI seeks to 
develop a new generation of leaders through 
scholarship and education programs that create 
opportunities for intercultural exchange and 
learning.

OUR CORE VALUES
These five core values guide our decisions and 
actions, support our vision, and uphold our 
culture:

• Social Equality: we believe that all students   
 should have equal access to education and   
 opportunities, regardless of social standing.

• Excellence:  we are committed to achieving   
 excellence in philanthropic leadership in our   
 mission to transform lives.

• Respect:  we embrace and respect diversity in   
 both local and global communities.

• Value: we value honor, integrity, and    
  truthfulness.

• Engagement: we engage people and nations   
 in active dialogue to uphold peace.

᭗ᬦԅԵၖጱଙᘏ׀ፘԻၞԟጱ�
տ҅Ꮈᑪᴺጱᕣຄፓຽฎङِڊ಼ग़ز۸̵
ਯಛଘቘஷ̵܄ऒ֢ݳզ݊ᬰԵၖ݊قቖ᧯
դᤒ̶ڊෛՈॊ̵మᶾᤥڠጱݎ

౯ժጱౄวֵ

Ꮈᑪᴺᐽ೮ጱౄวฎ౮ԅӞӻവۖሿդԵၖᔺឍ
ਞਧጱԵၖᶾضරᙙଘ̶ݣ᭗ᬦॹᰂᦇٌښ՜
රᙙᶱፓ҅Ꮈᑪᴺਖ਼׀۸Իၞԟտ҅
ୌᒈ۸ᳵဋ᭗ጱ҅ଚङِڊෛጱդᶾᤥ̶

౯ժጱ໐ஞհ꧊

ᎸᑪᴺጱԲय़໐ஞհ꧊ᶾ౯ժጱ٬ᒽᤈۖ҅�
ඪ೮౯ժጱౄว҅Ӭᐽಥ౯ժጱ۸ғ

• ᐒտଘᒵ��
� ౯ժፘמᛔӧݶᙧวጱኞ᮷ᚆ឴රᙙտ�

�᩼ܓݻᩳ •�
� ౯ժഀݎ࠺ᶾێզവۖᐒտᄍᬰ

• ፘਜ਼᯿��
� ౯ժ಼قࢿቖᐒ܄ጱग़ز

• հ꧊᭄�
� ౯ժ᯿ᥤ̵्ྋፗ፥ᦻ�

• ᑌຄ݇Ө
� ౯ժവۖՈᴬᴬԻၞଚӬഐܣଘ
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Governing Board
理事会

Management
管理层

Nominating
Committee
提名委员会

Executive
Committee
执行委员会

Academic 
Committee
学术委员会

Communication &
Development
Committee

拓展及传讯委员会

Ꮈᑪᴺᓕလຝ
BXAI Governance Structure

Advisory
Council

咨询委员会



Find Out More 详情请参阅:
https://www.bxai.org/who-we-are/our-organization/honorary-chairman/ 

Mr. Ronald K.Y. CHAO
Honorary Chairman, BXAI
Vice Chairman, Novel Holdings Limited

ኞضٌ᳑็
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺݷቘԪᳩ�
ෛഴᙎᵞํࢫᴴۅݪل៰Ԫᳩ

7

BXAI People
ጯᨲࢫᴚ
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Mr. Yutaka ASO
Chairman, Aso Cement Company Limited 
Chairman, Kyushu Economic Federation

麻生泰先生
Ἃኞဲ໌ୗտᐒտᳩ
Ԝᕪၧᘶݳտտᳩ

Mr. Koji TANAMI
Advisor, The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, 
Limited

田波耕治先生
ӣ៍ӳՂ෭ᘶᱷᤈᶶᳯ

Mr. Mark SCHWARTZ
Senior Director, 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

史华兹先生 
ṛፐᵞࢫ៰Ԫ

Mr. Silas K.F. CHOU 
President and CEO, Novel Holdings Limited 

曹其锋先生	
ෛഴᙎᵞํࢫᴴݪل

Mr. Masayuki MATSUSHITA
Vice Chairman of the Board,  
Panasonic Corporation

松下正幸先生
ຂӥኪԾӱ໌ୗտᐒۅ៰Ԫᳩ

Mr. SHI Guangsheng
Former Minister of Foreign Trade and 
Economic Cooperation of the PRC 
Former Chairman, China Association of 
Enterprises with Foreign Investment

石广生先生 
ܻӾक़ᩆฃᕪၧ֢ݳ᮱᮱ᳩ
Ӿक़ࠟಭᩒմӱܐտܻտᳩ

BXAI People ጯᨲࢫᴚ
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Mr. Fumiaki WATARI 
Honorary Executive Consultant,
JXTG Holdings, Inc.

渡文明先生
-;7*ഴᙎ໌ୗտᐒឍಗᤈᶶᳯ

Mr. XU Kuangdi
Vice Chairman of the Tenth National Committee 
of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative 
Conference 
Honorary Chairman of the Governing Board of 
Chinese Academy of Engineering

徐匡迪教授	
ᒫ܈قۅܐԆଅ
ӾૡᑕᴺԆଅݷࢫԆଅ̵ᴺॊ

Mr. TUNG Chee Hwa, GBM
Vice Chairman of the Twelfth National 
Committee of the Chinese People’s Political 
Consultative Conference

董建华先生,	大紫荆勋贤
ӾՈ࿆လࠟܐտᦓᒫ܈ԫقާտۅԆଅ

Mr. XIANG Huaicheng
Former Minister of Finance of China
Former Director, National Council for 
Social Security Fund
Director, China Development Institute 

项怀诚先生
ਹᨰ᮱᮱ᳩܻ
ᵑचᰂቘԪտቘԪᳩכᐒտقܻ
ᖓݳݎᎸᑪᴺ�Ӿ̵Ⴎ��ቘԪᳩ�

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
https://www.bxai.org/who-we-are/our-organization/leadership-and-board/advisory-council/ 

Advisory Council 咨询委员会
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Ms. Ronna CHAO
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Partners Limited
Chairman, Novetex Textiles Limited

曹惠婷女士
ෛᩒಭᩒํᴴݪل៰Ԫᕪቘ
ὄᬡᕗᕢํᴴݪلԆଅ

Mr. MA Yung Kit
Chairman,  
Lee Heng Diamond Company Limited

马墉杰先生
Ԇଅࢫ᱂Ꭺᵞيڥ

Professor John LEONG Chi-yan  
SBS, JP
Chairman, Hong Kong Hospital Authority 
President Emeritus, Open University of Hong Kong 
Professor Emeritus, University of Hong Kong

梁智仁教授,	SBS,	JP
ḕ܅ᴺᓕቘੴԆଅ�
ḕلय़ឍջ໊ᳩ�
ḕय़ឍջරദ

Mrs. Yvette Yeh FUNG
Chair, The Yeh Family Philanthropy

冯叶仪皓女士 
चᰂԆଅ࠺࿄ਹ෧ݨ

Mr. CHAO Kee Tung
曹其东先生
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Holdings Limited

Mr. David T.Y. MONG
Chairman and Group CEO, Shun Hing Group
Chairman, Shun Hing Education and Charity Fund 

蒙德扬先生	
Ԇଅّᤈࢫᵞيמ
चᰂԆଅ࠺රᙙ݊يמ

BXAI People ጯᨲࢫᴚ
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Mr. Masaaki OGINO
Chairman, Fenix Group Holdings Limited

荻野正明先生
ӣἎᵞํࢫᴴݪلԆଅ

Professor ZHANG Junsheng
Chairman, Zhejiang University  
Development Committee 
Former Secretary, Zhejiang University Party 
Committee

张浚生教授 
ሿձၭय़ݎާտԆଅ�
ܻၭय़ؾԡᦕ

Professor John LEONG Chi-yan  
SBS, JP
Chairman, Hong Kong Hospital Authority 
President Emeritus, Open University of Hong Kong 
Professor Emeritus, University of Hong Kong

梁智仁教授,	SBS,	JP
ḕ܅ᴺᓕቘੴԆଅ�
ḕلय़ឍջ໊ᳩ�
ḕय़ឍջරദ

Mr. Shinichiro WATARI
Chairman, Cornes & Company Limited

渡伸一郎先生
Cornes & Company Limited Ԇଅ

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
https://www.bxai.org/who-we-are/our-organization/leadership-and-board/board-of-governors/ 

Board of Governors 理事会
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Chair	主席
Ms. Ronna CHAO
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Partners Limited
Chairman, Novetex Textiles Limited

曹惠婷女士
ෛᩒಭᩒํᴴݪل៰Ԫᕪቘ
ὄᬡᕗᕢํᴴݪلԆଅ

Member	成员
Mr. Shinichiro WATARI
Chairman, Cornes & Company Limited

渡伸一郎先生
Cornes & Company Limited�Ԇଅ

Member	成员
Mr. William WONG
Chief Investment O!cer, 
Novel Investments Partners Limited and 
Bai Xian Education Foundation

黄震龙先生
ෛᩒಭᩒํᴴ̵ݪلጯᨲරᙙचᰂտಭᩒ

Member	成员
Mr. Masaaki OGINO
Chairman, Fenix Group Holdings Limited

荻野正明先生
ӣἎᵞํࢫᴴݪلԆଅ

Member	成员
Ms. Jean SUNG
Head of The Philanthropy Centre, Asia  
J.P. Morgan Private Bank

孙静瑾女士
ർ໑य़᭗ᐺՈᱷᤈߎ࠺ᧃ๐ۓӾஞԵၖ܄Ԇᓕ

Member	成员
Mrs. Yvette Yeh FUNG
Chair, The Yeh Family Philanthropy 
冯叶仪皓女士 
चᰂԆଅ࠺࿄ਹ෧ݨ

BXAI People ጯᨲࢫᴚ
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Member	成员
Dr. Angelina YUEN
Senior Advisor to the President, 
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

阮曾媛琪博士
ḕቘૡय़໊ᳩṛᕆᶶᳯ

Member	成员
Mr. Kazuma YAMAUCHI
山内一马先生
Founder CEO, KZM & Company Limited

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
https://www.bxai.org/who-we-are/our-organization/leadership-and-board/executive-committee/

Executive Committee 执行委员会
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Nominating Committee
提名委员会 

Chair	主席
Mr. CHAO Kee Tung
曹其东先生
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Holdings Limited

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
https://www.bxai.org/who-we-are/our-organization/leadership-and-board/nominating-committee/

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
https://www.bxai.org/who-we-are/our-organization/leadership-and-board/communication-and-
development-committee/

Communication & Development Committee  
拓展及传讯委员会

Chair	主席
Mr. MA Yung Kit
Chairman, Lee Heng Diamond Company Limited

马墉杰先生
Ԇଅࢫ᱂Ꭺᵞيڥ

Member	成员
Ms. Laura COZIJNSEN
Founder, Lighthouse Consultant Limited

高家玉小姐
ឯጸᶶᳯํᴴېڠݪلՈ
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President 院长
Professor Katsuichi UCHIDA
Senior Advisor and Professor Emeritus, Waseda University
Board Advisor, US-Japan Research Institute

内田胜一教授	
圹ኦय़ᶶᳯ݊ឍջරദ
෭ᗦᎸᑪᴺᶶᳯ

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
https://www.bxai.org/who-we-are/our-organization/leadership-and-board/academic-committee/

Academic Committee 
学术委员会



BXAI People ጯᨲࢫᴚ
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Ms. Ellen ZHUANG
Associate, Communication 
and Development

庄园女士
݊փᦔۅԆձ

Ms. Kitty BIN
Administrative O!cer

卞洁咏女士
ᤈԆձMs. Agnes 

YEUNG
Associate, Scholars and 
Alumni

杨宝玲女士
ኞ໊݊ԪۅۓԆձ

Professor  
Katsuichi UCHIDA
President

内田胜一教授
Ꮈᑪᴺᴺᳩ

Ms. Ronna 
CHAO

Chairman & Chief 
Executive O!cer

曹惠婷女士
Ԇଅ݊ᤈ

Ms. Sharon  
TSANG

Manager, Communication 
and Development

曾思朗女士
݊փᦔᕪቘ



The BXAI Team 百贤团队
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Mr. Daniel TO
Assistant Manager, 

Scholars and Alumni

杜赞耀先生
ኞ໊݊Ԫۗۓቘᕪቘ

Mr. Manson 
LEUNG

Assistant Associate, 
Communication and

Development

梁颢怀先生
ᶱፓۗቘ

Ms. Erica 
TSOI

Assistant Associate, 
Programs and 

Operations

蔡君茹女士
ᶱፓۗቘ

Ms. Deborah 
MEASOR

Manager, Programs and 
Operations 

美沙珮玲女士
ᶱፓ݊០ᬩᕪቘ

Ms. Sharon  
TSANG

Manager, Communication 
and Development

曾思朗女士
݊փᦔᕪቘ

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
https://www.bxai.org/who-we-are/our-organization/ceos-o!ce/
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Asian Future Leaders 
Scholarship Program
Եၖ๚ᶾᤥ�
ॹᰂᦇښ



Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښҁᓌᑍŉॹᰂᦇښŊ҂ྯଙ๋ṛᩒۗݷ���սᐹጱԵၖኞڹஃӳԵ
ጱय़ਠ౮ӱ̶܄

ॹᰂᦇښࣁԅᶆଙᶾᤥڠ᭜۸ጱԻၞտ̶ࣁॹᰂᦇښᥟፍጱ�ӻउ૱ٖํو��ಅݳ
֢य̶़ྯ֖੪ጱጯᨲᘏྯଙ๋ग़឴ݢ���ӡᗦᰂ҅ᘏᥟፍق᮱ଙጱ�ӡᗦᰂ҅አԭᗈᕑ
ᩇ̵֘ਾᩇ෭ଉኞၚᲀ̶ॹᰂᦇښඪ೮ኞධᑀ̵Ꮧॊ̵ܗॊᘏҁզݱय़ᛔᦈ
ᒈկԅٵጱ҂Իഘ᧞ᑕ̶

ጯᨲᘏᵱᥝ݇ےӞӻԅ๗ӣޮጱଙଶጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ̶ጯᨲᘏਖ਼Өᄍᦖ
Ӿ̶ጯᨲࢱጱՈ࿎܄ېԆفቖ໐ஞᦓ᷌҅ଚ֛ḵ̵ᣟقӿጱ᧞ᑕٖറᦎࣁ๗ᘏݶ
ᬮਖ਼ے݇ᮀݑጯᨲ�$OXPQL� ,QLWLDWLYH�$ZDUG� �$,$�̶$,$ࣁἩ໊ۜࢮऒጱࢫᴚݳ
֢҅Ӟݶᐒտᨱձᤈۖᦇ҅ښଚݶوᥴ٬Եၖጱᐒ̵܄ሾहᕪၧᒵݱොᶎጱᵙ̶᷌
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The Asian Future Leaders Scholarship Program (AFLSP) awards up to 105 scholarships each 
year to high-caliber students in Asia to study abroad at leading East Asian universities.

In its mission to create intercultural opportunities for the next generation of leaders, the 
AFLSP partners with 16 universities in nine cities, and supports scholars in their undergraduate, 
master’s, or doctoral degree studies or participation in exchange programs (subject to 
specific restrictions at each university). The scholarship offers each student up to US$25,000 
per year or a total of US$50,000 per scholar, which may be used towards university tuition, 
accommodation costs, and personal living expenses.

Scholars are required to participate in the annual three-week BXAI Summer Program, a fun 
and enriching experience where they have the unique opportunity to explore important 
global topics, engage with guest speakers and fellow scholars, and be inspired by the culture 
and people of the host country. Bai Xian Alumni are also invited to take part in the Bai Xian 
Alumni Initiative Award (AIA), a program that encourages them to work together in teams 
across campuses and borders to develop socially responsible action plans that address critical 
challenges faced by Asia’s communities, environments, and economies today.
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Degree Programs Supported by the AFLSP Include:
Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇࣁښ໐ஞय़Ө݇Өय़ඪ೮ጱ᧞ᑕ۱ೡғ

Hitotsubashi University ICS  MBA program at the Graduate School of International  
Ӟय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺ�� Corporate Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖ᶱፓ  

Kyoto University    All master’s and doctoral degree programs  
Ղ᮷य़� � ಅํᏗॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Peking University    Master’s degree in China Studies at the Yenching Academy
 ۹Ղय़� � ᆱՂझӾᏗॊᶱፓ

� � All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
  (Full-time Japanese students only)
� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ��ق׀ݝ෭ګ෭ኞ�� � 

The Hong Kong University of  All master’s and doctoral degree programs
Science and Technology  ಅํᏗॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ�
ḕᑀದय़

Waseda University   Undergraduate double degree programs at the School of  
ᑡኦय़�� � Political Science and Economics
� � လᕪၧᴺጱॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Zhejiang University  All master’s degree programs  
ၭय़� � ಅํᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Fudan University  All undergraduate, master’s,  and doctoral degree programs
॔෮य़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Keio University  All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
ଣଫԎशय़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Kyushu University  All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
Ԝय़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Seoul National University All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
Ḓਫ਼ᒈय़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Shanghai Jiao Tong University All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
ӤၹԻ᭗य़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

National Taiwan University All master’s and doctoral degree programs
�კय़ݣ � ಅํᏗॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

The Chinese University All taught master’s degree programs
of Hong Kong    ಅํദ᧞ୗᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ
詂Ӿय़

The University of Hong Kong All undergraduate degree programs
ḕय़� � ಅํॊ֖᧞ᑕ

The University of Tokyo Selected master’s degree programs
ӳՂय़� � ਧᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Tsinghua University  All undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs
Ⴔय़� � ಅํॊ̵Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ�� 

Anchor Universities
໐ஞय़

Participating Universities
݇Өय़
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AFLSP Scholars by Intake and University
ܲଙጯᨲᘏ੪य़

 

Participating 
Universities
参与大学

2015  
Scholarship 
Awardees
2015奖学金	
获奖者

2016  
Scholarship 
Awardees
2016奖学金	
获奖者

2017  
Scholarship 
Awardees
2017奖学金	
获奖者

Partner Institution
合作学校

2014  
Scholarship 
Awardees
2014奖学金	
获奖者

Anchor  
Universities
核心大学

7

9

15

9

14

Hitotsubashi University ICS
Ӟय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺ

The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology

ḕᑀದय़
Kyoto University

Ղ᮷य़
Peking University

۹Ղय़
Waseda University

ᑡኦय़

Zhejiang University
ၭय़

Kyushu University
Ԝय़

3 1 2

1

1 5

Japanese Exchange Scholars 
෭Ի䟵ኞ

TOTAL
ᦇ 91 8494

8 9

1 1 1

5

-

1

14

2

2 3

1

1 1

Note 1

Note 1
戢 1

The AFLSP for the 2017 - 2018 academic year was suspended at HKUST
ḕᑀದय़ጱԵၖ๚ॹᰂᦇࣁښ������-������ଙଶฮ؊Ӟଙ

14 10

- -

-

-

1

10

10

15

13

18

8 4

1 2

10 1

14 10

10 9

-

18 21

1 2

2

2

Japan
෭

Mainland 
China
Ӿय़檕

Hong Kong
ḕ

Fudan University 
॔෮य़

Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University
ӤၹԻ᭗य़

Tsinghua University
Ⴔय़

The Chinese University  
of Hong Kong
ḕӾय़

The University  
of  Hong Kong
ḕय़

Taiwan
კݣ

National Taiwan 
University
კय़ݣ

54

Korea
ᶥ

The University of Tokyo
ӳՂय़

Seoul National  
University
Ḓਫ਼ᒈय़

Keio University
ଣଫԎशय़
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10

Mainland
China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Hong Kong
ḕ

Taiwan
კݣ

Japan
෭

Korea
ᶥ

Other Northeast and 
 Southeast Asian Countries
ٌਙӳ۹ԵӳܖԵਹ

2015 Scholarship Awardees
2015 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

2016 Scholarship Awardees
2016 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

2017 Scholarship Awardees
2017 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

18

5
31

15

19

9
7

31

39

Over 300 scholars from 25 Asian countries and  
territories have benefited from the AFLSP
ፓํوڹᛔ��ӻԵၖਹ܄ጱ᩻ᬦݷ���ኞ឴
Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښ

AFLSP Scholars by Intake  and Territory 2015 - 2017
2015 - 2017 百贤学者区域分布

14 14
1011

13

23

27
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20

0

40

60

32

4

48

19
23

32

50%  
Female

50%  
Male

Bachelor's degree
ॊ

Master's degree
Ꮧॊ

Doctoral degree
ॊܗ

The median age is 23
ଙἻӾ֖හԅ23

The most popular field of study is 
Humanities and Social Sciences
Ոᔄᑀ݊ᐒտᑀฎ๋ཻݑᬨጱᑀ

11

2

2

42

7

20

Arts


Business and Economics
ࠟӱӨᕪၧ

Engineering
ૡᑕ

Law
�ဩ

Science 
ᛔᆐᑀ

Humanities and   
Social Sciences

Ոᔄᑀ݊ᐒտᑀ

2017 Cohort Statistics 
(84 Scholars)

2017学年百贤学者数据
���֖ᘏ�

Ages of scholars range from 19 to 32
2017 ଙጱᘏଙἻړԅ19ᛗ32

10 20 30 40
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Ryo YOSHIDA ݴኦ争
Ryo YOSHIDA is an AFLSP Exchange Scholar from Waseda 
University who studied abroad at National Taiwan University 
during her sophomore year.  She is currently pursuing an 
undergraduate degree in social science, and believes that 
language is the means to understanding culture and identity.

ጱԻഘኞ̶੪ԭᑡኦښԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇݷኦ争ฎӞݴ
य़҅ଚࣁय़ԫଙᕆԏ᭗ᬦᧆॹᰂᦇڹښஃݣკय̶़ፓڹ
ྋࣁධᐒտᑀॊ֖᧞ᑕ̶ݴኦ争ፘמฎቘᥴ۸
ղᦊݶጱ᭔ஆ̶

After participating in BXAI’s Summer Programs in 
Hangzhou, Tokyo, and Taipei, Ryo felt prompted 
to further explore the concept of Asian identity, 
and the role that language plays in cross-cultural 
relationships and cultural gaps.  “Through interacting 
with many Asian students from di"erent countries 
at these Summer Programs, I came to realize our 
cultural and social experiences shape our identities, 
both as Asians and as world citizens,” says Ryo.

One of Ryo’s top takeaways from the Summer 
Programs she attended was learning the importance 
and art of communication in the modern world.  
During the 2016 Summer Program at Waseda 
University, Ryo joined a four-day study trip to 
T#hoku where she visited $tsuchi, a town devastated 
by the 2011 earthquake and tsunami.  While there, 
she o"ered to translate Japanese information into 
English and Chinese for her AFLSP peers as they 
examined topics such as local reconstruction work 
with government o!cials and professors.  The chance 
to step up and speak out boosted her confidence 
and helped her to realize that proficiency in multiple 
languages is an essential communication tool.  “As 
a Japanese scholar, I felt obliged to be a voice for 
my people so that their e"orts may be clearly heard 
and understood.  Our in-depth discussions were truly 
inspiring and enlightening,” explains Ryo.

Since her Summer Program experience in Tokyo, Ryo 
has developed an interest in studying the relationship 
between language and identity.  During her one-
year exchange at National Taiwan University as an 
AFLSP Scholar, Ryo took language courses in both 
Mandarin Chinese and Taiwanese Hokkien.  “I think 
language is an important medium that can be used 
to strengthen Sino-Japanese relations.  Through 
mutual learning, recognition, and acceptance, we 
can work together to create a harmonious Asia,” says 
Ryo.  Since August 2017, Ryo has been working as an 
intern at e-commerce travel platform KKday in Tokyo, 
where she manages the company’s social media, 
translates travel materials, and leads tours in Chinese 
for Mainland Chinese tourists.  

ጱጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ۹ӣݣኦ争̵ӳՂݴ
ӾႮ̶ݎސݑӧՐӾᬰӞྍറᔱԧԵၖղጱٖ
႗҅ଚݎയԧࣁ۸Իၞऴᤑ۸դဋӤಅ
᩸ጱ֢አ̶ŉࣁጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕӾ҅᭗ᬦӨጯᨲᐒ
ᗭٌ՜ԵၖਹጱኞጱԻၞ҅౯ᦊԅ౯ժጱ۸
ᐒտᕪḵय᭜ԧ౯ժࣁԵၖقቖጱ࿆لղ̶Ŋݴ
ኦ争᧔̶᭲

ྌक़҅ࣁጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ᯾҅ݴኦ争๋य़ጱත឴ԏ
Ӟฎ֛տԧԻၞࣁሿդᐒտӾጱ᯿ᥝದૣ̶ࣁ
ᑡኦय़ጱŉጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����ŊӾ҅ݴኦ争݇
य़ཌྷክ؊ኸ๗ᳵ҅ࣁॠጱ෭ӳ۹ԏ̶ࢥԧԅ๗ے
ԅݶ๗ጱጯᨲᘏᬰᤈ෭ᘉᦲ҅զଆۗ՜ժӨ
୮ਥާ݊රദ੪୮ԭ����ଙ᭺ݑᵵၹ࠲
ᤪݸڋጱ᯿ୌૡ֢ᬰᤈᦎᦞ̶ݴኦ争ࣁᘉᦲӾӧՐ
ഩൎग़ᳪฎӞᶱ᯿ᥝጱԻᴬکଚᦩ҅מԧᛔ܋
ᚆ̶ێŉ֢ԅӞݷᛔ෭ጱጯᨲᘏ҅౯ᦩکᛔ
૩ํԎۓփᬡ౯ጱ෭ݶᙱժጱమဩ҅զଆۗ՜ժಅ
؉ጱۘێᤩๅग़Ոލᥠଚےզቘᥴ̶౯ժԏᳵጱԻၞ
ฎ꧌ჿၚێեՈἩᛩጱ̶Ŋݴ�ኦ争᧔̶᭲

ྌེጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕᄶݎԧݴኦ争Ꮈᑪղ
ᦊݶԏᳵىᔮጱي᪁̶֢ԅጯᨲᘏݣࣁკय़ᬰ
ᤈԻഘԟ๗ᳵ҅ݴኦ争ץԧฦ᭗ᦾݣკᦾ᧞
ᑕ̶ŉ౯ᥧฎے୩Ӿ෭ىᔮጱ᯿ᥝড়Օ̶౯ժ
ጱԵ᧯Ӟӻڠوݑളզ᭗ᬦፘԧᥴ̵ᦊᎣݢ
ၖ̶Ŋݴኦ争᧔̶᭲ᛔ����ଙ�์᩸҅ݴኦ争তࣁ
ӞਹݷԅKKDayጱኪৼࠟۓଘݣᬰᤈਫԟ̶
ԆᥝᨮᨱᓕቘݪلጱᐒԻড়֛҅ᘉᦲᤈා҅ଚԅ
Ӿय़ᴭਮ׀Ӿ๐̶ۓ

Meet Our Scholars
ጯᨲᘏᦢ᧨
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JEONG Shin Young 
JEONG Shin Young is an AFLSP Scholar currently pursuing a 
postgraduate degree in mechanical engineering at the Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology (HKUST).  He hopes to 
utilize his knowledge and skills as an engineer to support industrial 
development and tackle real-world problems.

JEONG Shin YoungฎӞݷྋࣁḕᑀದय़ධ༁ૡᑕᏗॊጱጯᨲᘏ̶
՜๕ᚆᬩአಅᎣᦩದᚆ౮ԅӞݷവۖᤈӱݎᥴق٬ቖਫᴬᳯ᷌ጱૡ
ᑕ̶

It was at BXAI’s 2017 Summer Program in Taiwan 
where Shin Young discovered that his interest in 
technological innovation and passion for social 
responsibility could be married to create something 
meaningful that positively impacts the world.  After 
meeting with a number of social entrepreneurs 
at the Summer Program, Shin Young learned 
that social enterprises could be profitable while 
achieving specific social objectives at the same 
time.  His many discussions with fellow scholars 
during the Program also cemented his belief that 
his generation had the potential and motivation 
to drive technology-intensive businesses in an 
e"ort to find solutions to global issues.  “We 
need industrial support for innovation-oriented 
research, and I aim to bridge the academic and 
tech fields as a way to create new technologies,” 
says Shin Young.

During his undergraduate years, Shin Young led 
a project where he created an electronic medical 
kit that could be used to detect certain diseases 
simply through human breath.  Under the guidance 
of his university professors, Shin Young was able 
to successfully develop this innovative, energy-
saving device at a low production cost.  The 
project was o!cially launched in 2016, and with 
the support of a local NGO, Shin Young had the 
opportunity to personally introduce this device 
in Cambodian slums while providing free medical 
services to those in need.  “This experience made 
me believe that with my knowledge and skills, I can 
help people and contribute to a better society,” 
says Shin Young.

After graduation from HKUST later this year, Shin 
Young plans to become a research assistant.  “My 
ultimate goal is to establish my own company 
to support industrial development through 
technological innovation,” he says.

ࣁ ጯ ᨲ Ե ၖ Ꮈ ᑪ ᴺ ԭ ݣ კ Ԉ ې
ጱ ŉ า ๗ ս ۸ ᧞ ᑕ � � � � Ŋ Ӿ ҅�
6KLQ�<RXQJ�ӧՐے୩ԧᑀದڠෛጱي᪁҅ํڥ
ԭᐒտݎጱڠෛԪᇔጱᅾఘ҅ᬮᙒᨮԧӞղᐒտ
ᨱձఽ̶ᬯᥝ୭ۑԭ�6KLQ� <RXQJࣁ�า๗ս۸᧞ᑕ
᯾ᦾԧᦜग़ᐒտմӱਹ҅ଚԧᥴک՜ժই֜ࣁፄ
๗ጯᨲݶӨࣁᬡ౮ᇙਧጱᐒտፓຽ̶ଚӬݶጱڥ
ᘏग़ེᦎᦞԏ6҅ݸKLQ�<RXQJ�ፘמ՜ժᬯӞ
դᶆଙٍ॓ଃۖದੂᵞࣳԾӱݎ̵ᥴق٬ቖᳯ
᷌ጱᄟێᅾఘ̶ŉ౯ժᵱᥝᤈӱጱඪ೮ଆۗ౯
ժਫሿզڠෛԅݻጱᎸᑪ̶ݶ҅౯๕᭗ᬦے
୩ᑀᎸԾӱጱىᔮਫሿᑀದڠෛ̶Ŋ6KLQ�
<RXQJ�᧔̶᭲

6KLQ� <RXQJ� ޕڂกԧӞᐿՐݎय़ᑀ๗ᳵࣁ
੪ݢ༄ၥᇙਧዤየጱኪৼ܅ዌᦡ̶॓ࣁරദጱ
ӥ҅6KLQ� <RXQJ� ౮ۑզ֗ጱګ᭜౮ݎԧ
ᬯᐿኪᜓᚆጱڠෛᦡ॓҅ଚਖ਼ᧆᦡ॓ԭ����ଙಭ
ጱᶋᕟᕢጱඪ೮ຳऌ୮ࣁक़҅ݚአ̶ֵف
ӥ҅6KLQ� <RXQJ� Օᕨԧᧆᦡ॓҅ଚ܄ᨹ࿆ஃ୮ڹ
ԅ୮ํᵱᥝጱ࿆׀ԧعᩇጱ܅ዌ๐̶ۓŉྌེᕪ
ܲᦏ౯ፘڂמᛔ૩ጱᎣᦩದᚆฎݢզଆۗ՜Ոଚ
ԅᐒտᬰྍ֢ڊᨯሠጱ̶Ŋ�6KLQ�<RXQJ��᧨̶᭲

Քଙḕᑀದय़ླӱԏ6҅ݸKLQ�<RXQJ�ᦇښኸ
໊؉ӞݷᑀᎸۗቘ̶ŉ౯๋ᕣጱፓຽฎ౮ᒈᛔ૩ጱ
̶Ŋ՜᧔̶᭲ݎᤈӱෛڠവۖᑀದݪل
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My one-year double-degree program really opened my eyes to myself and the 
world.  My experience not only broadened my perspectives within my area of study 
and research, but also challenged me to be more open-minded and allowed me to 
explore my identity, my passions, and my dreams.
Ӟଙጱ֖ᶱፓᦏ౯፥ڔ਼ԧᛔ૩ӻՈӮኴጱᦊᦩ̶ᬯጱԟ֛ḵӧՐӿԧ�
౯ࣁӫӱᎸᑪᶾऒጱᥤᰀ҅ᬮଃᕳ౯ᑱᏈറᛔ౯ղ̵ي᪁మጱտ̶

One of the most valuable aspects of the AFLSP for me is the diverse community that 
I can be a part of.  Having the opportunity to discuss global issues with students from 
di"erent countries and cultures has allowed me to see the value of mutual respect and 
communication, both of which are important tools that help us approach these topics in a 
more constructive and meaningful way.
౯ࣁጯᨲԵၖᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښ᯾๋य़ጱත឴ԏӞฎ֛ḵԧग़زጱጯᨲᐒᗭ̶᭗ᬦӨᛔӧݶਹ
۸ᙧวጱጯᨲᘏᦎᦞقቖᦓ᷌҅౯֛տԧፘਜ਼᯿Իၞጱհ꧊ಅ̶ࣁᘒᬯԞᬰӞྍᄶۜ౯ժ
ๅٍํୌᦡႮᬱԎጱොୗറᦎᬯԶ᯿ᥝᦓ̶᷌

YU Rui Chuan is from Mainland China, and is pursuing an undergraduate degree 
in global political economy at Waseda University.
ԭታᛔӾٖ҅ፓࣁڹᑡኦय़ධᴬလᕪၧॊ᧞ᑕ

LIN Yu-Fang is from Taiwan, and is pursuing an undergraduate degree  
in political science at Waseda University.
ᮟᛰ ᛔݣკ҅ፓࣁڹᑡኦय़ධလᏗॊ᧞ᑕ

I really treasured the chance to encounter nature during the Summer Program, 
since it is something we don’t do very often when we live in cities.  The Program 
also inspired me to develop business models and examine the concept of 
sustainability to address environmental issues in the future.
౯ᶋଉቊఠࣁา๗ս۸᧞ᑕӾӨय़ᛔᆐളጱտ҅ࢩԅᬯฎ౯ժኞၚࣁउ૱Ӿӧଉᕪܲ
ጱ̶ଚӬ҅ᬯེ᧞ᑕݎސ౯ਠ࠺ᕪၧཛྷࣳ҅ଚᦏ౯ᘍই֜᭗ᬦݢ೮ᖅݎጱ༷ஷᥴ٬
๚ጱሾहᳯ̶᷌

Bai Xian provided a unique platform for us to further explore our passions and 
ideas.  Through Bai Xian, I hope to have more opportunities to collaborate with my 
fellow scholars, so that we may work towards our dreams together to build a better 
tomorrow.
ጯᨲԅ౯ժ׀ԧӞӻݎയي᪁ग़زᥡᅩጱᇿᇙଘ̶ݣ౯๕᭗ᬦጯᨲᬯӻଘݣ�
Өๅग़ጯᨲᘏ֢ݳጱտ̶ᘒ౯ժᚆ๖፳ݶوጱమ൭ಋوᬰ҅ڠ᭜ๅঅጱ๚̶

KIM Eun Seo is from South Korea, and is pursuing a postgraduate degree  
in China studies at the Yenching Academy of Peking University.
ᰂ௮ታታᛔᶥ҅ፓ۹ࣁڹՂय़ᆱՂझධᏗॊ᧞ᑕ

ZENG Qian  is from Mainland China, and is pursuing a postgraduate degree in civil 
engineering at The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.
้ᨄᛔӾٖ҅ፓࣁڹḕᑀದय़ධࢿ๙ૡᑕᏗॊ

ጯᨲᘏᦢ᧨
Meet Our Scholars
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Anchor & Participating
Universities
໐ஞय़݇Өय़

1 7

1 6

3

2 10

4 6

2 9
5

3

5

4

8
Hong Kong ḕ

Taipei ۹ݣ

Fukuoka ᐰٗ

Kyoto Ղ᮷ Tokyo ӳՂ�

Seoul Ḓਫ਼ Beijing ۹Ղ

Shanghai Ӥၹ
Hangzhou 
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The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology
ḕᑀದय़

Hitotsubashi University ICS
Ӟय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺ

Peking University  
۹Ղय़

Kyoto University
Ղ᮷य़

Zhejiang University
ၭय़

Waseda University
ᑡኦय़

Fudan University
॔෮य़

National Taiwan University 
კय़ݣ

The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
ḕӾय़

Tsinghua University
Ⴔय़

Keio University
ଣଫय़

Seoul National University 
Ḓਫ਼ᒈय़

The University of Hong Kong
ḕय़

The University of Tokyo
ӳՂय़

Kyushu University
Ԝय़

Shanghai Jiao Tong University
ӤၹԻ᭗य़

Anchor Universities
໐ஞय़

Participating Universities
݇Өय़

1

1

4 5

2 3

6

987

10

2 3

4 5 6
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NOV
2016
Zhejiang University: Visit to Xiaoying 
Lane and Dream Village
Scholars explored Hangzhou’s past and future 
through their visit to the historic Xiaoying Lane, 
a community renowned for its past public health 
campaigns and home to notable Chinese engineer, 
Qian Xuesen; and Dream Village, an innovation 
park developed by the government to support 
startups and young entrepreneurs.

Peking University: Xi’an Trip
The one-week trip included lectures 
on traditional Chinese architecture and 
cultural shows.  After the trip, scholars 
completed a report based on their 
personal observations and research. 

浙江大学:	小营街道和梦想小镇之旅
ጯᨲᘏ݇ᥡԧํܲݥ࿈௳ጱੜ០ᤋ̶᭲ᬯ᯾
ӧՐڠୌԧܣ଼؋ኞጱولሾहጱཛྷ҅ଚӬᬮฎӾ
ฎԅڞᑀਹ༏ጱඳҔᘒమੜ꧒ݷ
ඪ೮ෛيմӱଙմӱਹᘒڠୌጱڠෛᑀದ̶ࢮ

北京大学：西安之行
ጯᨲᘏ݇ےԧԅ๗Ӟޮጱᥜਞԏ̶ၚۖ
۱ೡىԭӾփᕹୌᒺጱᦖଷ۸ᥦ̶
ᦢᳯᕮ҅ݸጯᨲᘏ໑ഝӻՈᥡਠ౮᧣
Ꮈಸ̶ޞ

Enrichment Activities 
ս۸ၚۖ

In addition to their academic studies, AFLSP Scholars enjoy exclusive opportunities to take part 
in specially arranged enrichment activities on and o" campus throughout the school year.  From 
language courses, seminars, workshops, and networking events to educational field trips and 
outdoor camps, these activities are designed to facilitate the exchange of ideas and foster a 
deeper understanding and appreciation of di"erent cultures across East Asia.

क़ጱս۸ၚ̶ۖԟቔ̵Ꮈᦎտ̵ٖࢮ໊ڜෆӻଙ᯾҅ጯᨲᘏᴻԧᬰᤈ᧞ᑕ҅ᬮਖ਼݇ӨӞᔮࣁ
ૡ̵֢ᐒԻၚۖํٍکරᙙԎጱᎨ᭔ᤈಁक़ᶂ០҅ጯᨲᘏᚆےႮஂྌጱԻၞ҅զ݊ीᬰӳԵݱ
۸૧ጱᦊᦩ�̶�

T I M E L I N E
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The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology (HKUST):  
Public Speaking Workshop
Through presentations, demonstrations, 
and hands-on exercises, students learned 
new techniques that strengthened their 
public speaking skills and boosted their 
confidence.

香港科技大学：公开演讲工作坊
᭗ᬦӞᔮڜጱᄍᦖ̵ᐏਫ᪢ၚۖ҅ጯᨲᘏी୩ԧӻՈ�
ᤒᬡದᚆଚӾ܋ԧᛔ̶מ

DEC
2016

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES OFFERED
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR  
优化活动精华

Language Courses
During the academic year, Japanese language 
courses catering to di"erent proficiency levels were 
o"ered to scholars at Hitotsubashi ICS, HKUST, 
Kyoto University, and Waseda University, while 
Chinese language courses in di"erent levels were 
o"ered to scholars studying at Peking University and 
Zhejiang University.

Kyoto University:  
Monthly AFLSP Seminars
To encourage interdisciplinary research and 
exploration beyond each scholar’s own area of 
study, Kyoto University organized regular AFLSP 
seminars where scholars had opportunities to give 
and listen to presentations on topics of research, 
personal interests, or AFLSP-related activities.

语言课程
ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺ̵ḕᑀದय̵़Ղ᮷य़Ӟय़ࣁ
ᑡኦय़ጱጯᨲᘏ݇ےԧ෭᧞ᑕ҅ᘒ۹ࣁՂय़
ԧӾ᧞ᑕ̶ᬯԶ᧞ᑕ᮷ᦡےၭय़ጱጯᨲᘏ݇
ํӧݶጱᵙଶᒵᕆ׀ᘏೠ̶

京都大学	-	AFLSP月度学术研讨会
ԅἩۜጯᨲᘏᬰᤈᑀጱᎸᑪറᔱ҅Ղ᮷य़
ᕟᕢԧྯ์Ӟེጱ$)/63റᦎտ̶ᘏࣁտӤᘰ
ښӨॹᰂᦇ᪁يᛔጱᎸᑪ̵᧞क़ݱՁړଚލ
ፘىጱၚۖᄍᦖ̶

ၚ ۖ ࢧ ᶶ
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New Year’s Party in Tokyo Hosted by Bai 
Xian Asia Institute (Japan) Inc. (BXAIJ)
Over 100 guests including AFLSP Scholars, Alumni, 
BXAIJ board members, and representatives from our 
six Japanese partner universities gathered for the 
annual BXAIJ New Year’s party where they mingled 
and exchanged AFLSP stories.

Waseda University: 
“The Future in Asia” Seminar
Held during the fall 2016 and spring 2017 semesters, 
“The Future in Asia” seminar examined di"erent political 
cultures, current issues and potential challenges facing 
East Asia.  “Case study classes” gave scholars a chance 
to devise solutions to these problems through theoretical 
analysis and debates. 

日本百贤亚洲研究院（BXAIJ）
在东京举办的新年晚宴
۱ೡጯᨲᘏ̵̵៰Ԫտ౮ާ�ಅᛔ෭֢ݳय़ጱդ
ᤒٖࣁጱ���ग़֖ࣁภӤړՁଚԻၞԧݱᛔጱጯᨲඳԪ̶

JAN
20172017

Hitotsubashi University ICS: 
Global Network Project
O"ered in collaboration with University 
of British Columbia’s Sauder School 
of Business (UBC Sauder), the Global 
Network Project invited scholars to work 
online alongside UBC Sauder students as 
they formulated business plans for global 
companies using the Creating Shared 
Value (CSV) concept.

一桥大学国际企业战略研究生院—
	全球网络专题
᭗ᬦંߵևྲԵय़䕿ࠟᴺҁᓌᑍŉ
䕿Ŋ҂ېݳጱقቖᗑᕶӫ᷌ᶱፓ҅ጯᨲᘏ᭗ᬦ
Өᛔ䕿ጱኞᕚӤԻၞ҅ݶوᬩአŉڠ᭜و
አհ꧊ҁ&69҂Ŋጱ༷ஷԧࠟӱᦇ̶ښ

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES OFFERED  
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR  
优化活动精华

早稻田大学：
“亚洲未来” 学术研讨会	
�����ଙชਊጱᎸᦎտӤ҅����ଙᐾਊࣁ
ᘏժࢱᕰŉԵၖጱ๚ŊጱԆ᷌҅റᦎӳԵጱလ
۸҅ሿਫਫ᪢๚̶ٌӾŉໜֺړຉ᧞ᑕŊ
ᦏጯᨲᘏ᭗ᬦቘᦞړຉᬚᦞጱොୗᦡᦇ
ᥴ٬ොໜ̶
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Peking University: “Maritime Space 
in Asia: Competing Dimensions of 
Security” Seminar
Professor Zha Daojiong from Peking University’s 
School of International Studies gave a seminar on 
various maritime issues including use of marine 
space, common interests, and disputes among 
Asian nations.

Hitotsubashi University ICS: 
Global Network Week
Scholars took part in a weeklong exchange at HKUST, EGADE 
Business School, Technion, Koç University, the Asian Institute 
of Management, or Yale University to gain insight and new 
perspectives on business-related topics such as entrepreneurship, 
management dynamics, and behavioral finance.

Waseda University: Hiroshima Trip
The four-day tour included a lively discussion with 
Hiroshima survivor and prominent activist, Ogura 
Keiko, as well as visits to the Radiation E"ects 
Research Foundation, the Hiroshima Peace Memorial 
Museum, the Etajima Naval Academy, and the Kure 
Maritime Museum.

北京大学：“亚洲海上空间：
安全竞争维度”学术研讨会
۹Ղय़ᴬىᔮᴺ䪨᭲ᅤරദ੪ၹӤᑮᳵڥ
አ̵وՁڥፅ݊Եၖᴬԩᒒᒵग़ӻၹԪىᔮᦓ᷌
ԧӞᎸᦎտ̶

一桥大学国际企业战略研究生院：全球网络周
ጯᨲᘏ݇Өԧࣁḕᑀದय̵़(*$'(ࠟᴺ̵զᜋڜቘૡᴺ̵�
ᑀ॰य̵़ԵၖᓕቘᎸᑪᴺᘨṼय़ٌӾӞಅय़ጱԟԻഘᶱፓ̶�
՜ժԅ๗ӞޮጱᶱፓӾႮفԧᥴڠӱᔜᐟ҅ۖாᓕቘᤈԅᰂᣟᒵ�
ࠟӱፘىᦓ̶᷌

早稻田大学：广岛考察团
�ၚۖݷᎣॠጱଠછԏӾ҅ጯᨲᘏӨଠછଛਂᘏࢥԅ๗ࣁ
ਹOgura KeikoᬰᤈԧሿԻၞ҅ଚ݇ᥡԧᬊߥᎸᑪच̵
ଠછଘᕉஷܗᇔḅ҅ኦછၹ٠ᴺޓ૱ၹԪܗᇔḅ̶

MAR
2017
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Zhejiang University:  Chengdu Trip
Scholars embarked on a four-day trip to Chengdu where 
they visited historic sites and considered important issues 
such as urbanization, sustainable development, and culture.  
After the trip, scholars submitted a report that examined 
the development of Chengdu’s Shuimo Old Town.

Kyoto University: “Network 
Approach to Modeling 
Financial System” Seminar
Irena Vodenska, Associate Professor 
of Administrative Sciences and 
Coordinator of Finance Programs 
at Boston University, shared about 
her research model, the Cascading 
Failure Model (CFM), in the context of 
financial institution networks.

京都大学：“金融复杂网络的系统	
建模”学术研讨会
ူॊᶷय़ᰂᣟᶱፓጱᨮᨱՈ݊ᤈᓕቘ
Irena VodenskaۅරദړՁԧጱᎸᑪཛྷ
ࣳ��ᰂᣟᗑᕶᙧวӥጱᬳᲁඳᵑཛྷࣳ 
(CFM)̶

浙江大学：成都之行
ᭃଚറᦎԧ᭳ݥॠጱ౮᮷ԏӾ҅ጯᨲᘏ݇ᥡԧܲࢥԅ๗ࣁ
उ૱۸̵ݢ೮ᖅݎ۸ᒵ᯿ᥝᦓ̶᷌ᘏժᬮԭྌᤈᕮ
̶ޞጱᎸᑪಸݎउݘԻԧറᦎ౮᮷ूݸ

APR
2017

MAY
2017
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The Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology: PMQ Visit and Talk
The Executive Director of PMQ, a revitalized 
hub for Hong Kong’s creative and design 
industries, spoke to scholars about recent 
developments in these industries.  Scholars 
also enjoyed a guided tour of PMQ, where 
they learned about the historical and cultural 
significance of the compound.

The Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology: Leadership Training Camp
Through a series of outdoor challenges and activities, 
the three-day, two-night survival camp honed each 
participating scholar’s leadership, organization, and 
team-building skills.  Scholars treasured this tough 
but valuable experience where they conquered their 
fears and increased their self-confidence.

香港科技大学：元创方之游
ḕڠӨᦡᦇ۸ݎӾஞڠزොҁ304҂ጱಗᤈ
ਥᕳጯᨲᘏժՕᕨԧڠ۸Ծӱጱᬪ๗ݎ̶�
ᘏժ݇ࣁᥡӾԧᥴکᧆӾஞই֜ڥአ݊ද᭜ޮᬟܲ
ᔰ̶زӨ۸ݥ

香港科技大学：领袖才能训练营
ጯᨲᘏࣁӣॠӷज़ጱಁक़ᦒᕞ០᯾ظ๐ԧӞᔮࢯڜᵙ
̶�՜ժӾङِԧӻՈᥴᵙᚆ̵ێᕟᕢದૣ҅ࢫ�ᴚ֢ܐ
ᶾᚆ̶ࣁྌེᵙጱᕪܲ᯾ᘏժᙯԧథզ݊܋
ԧᛔ̶מ

JUN
2017
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BXAI Summer Program 
2017ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺ
า๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����
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Every August, current scholars from the Asian Future Leaders Scholarship Program (AFLSP) gather in 
one location for the BXAI Summer Program (SP), a fun and enriching three-week experience designed to 
extend learning beyond the classroom.  The BXAI SP is a key component of the AFLSP and aims to provide 
scholars with a unique opportunity to explore important topics, build community, and develop 21st-century 
skills in an immersive and engaging setting.

BXAI’s third SP was held from July 31 to August 16, 2017 at National Taiwan University’s campuses in Taipei 
and Xitou Nature Education Area.  Bringing together 117 students from our 16 Anchor and Participating 
Universities across East Asia, the SP o"ered a rich curriculum that centered on the theme of “Sustainability 
and Entrepreneurship”, featuring panel presentations, debates, skill-building workshops, and a variety of 
hands-on activities and excursions.  Scholars enjoyed hearing from and interacting with over 35 guest 
speakers from various fields including business, culture, social entrepreneurship, academia, science, 
technology, and the arts, while also taking part in cross-cultural dialogues with fellow scholars about issues 
a"ecting Asia today.

Scholars spent the first week of the SP at Xitou Nature Education Area, a lush, forested area preserved 
for environmental education.  In addition to learning about the environment and sustainability, students 
relished opportunities to climb trees, stargaze, experience plant nursery tending, and create woodwork.  
Team building games and other experiential activities further cultivated a sense of community where new 
friendships quickly formed.

ྯଙጱ҅์كԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښጱጯᨲᘏտڹஃӞಅ֢ݳय़݇ےԅ๗ӣޮጱጯᨲԵၖา๗᧞ᑕҁᓌᑍŉา๗
᧞ᑕŊ҂҅Ӿ֛ḵํ᪁̵ӿጱ᧞क़ԟၚ̶ۖา๗᧞ᑕฎԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښጱ᯿ᥝӞሾ҅ࣁԅጯᨲᘏ
��Ӯᕉಅᵱದᚆጱᇿᇙտ̶ݎቖ໐ஞᦓ̵᷌ୌᒈᐒᗭقറᦎ׀

����ଙ�์��෭ᛗ�์��෭҅ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺԭݣკय़ყ१ᛔᆐරᙙ܄ࢮԈېԧᒫӣզŉݢ೮ᖅݎӨڠӱŊԅԆ
᷌ጱา๗᧞ᑕ̶ᛔӳԵ܄��ಅ໐ஞय़݇Өय़ጱݷ���ኞ݇ӨԧӞᔮڜӿጱਫ᪢ၚۖ҅۱ೡੜᕟᄍᦖ̵�
ᬚᦞ̵ದᚆ୩۸ૡ̵֢᧞क़ၚۖᎨ᭔ᤈ̶ݶ҅ጯᨲᘏ੪୮ՔߥԵၖጱ᯿ᥝᦓ᷌҅Өᛔࠟӱ̵۸̵ᐒտ
๗ጱጯᨲᘏԧᑌຄጱ۸Իၞ̶ݶӱ̵̵ᑀ̵ᑀದ݊ᜏᒵᶾऒጱ��֖ڠ

ᒫӞޮ҅ጯᨲᘏࣁყ१ᛔᆐරᙙ܄ࢮളԧᧆ܄ࢮᇿํጱᛔᆐኞாሾह̶᭗ᬦᆻ̵᭸๕จᑮ̵ᝇࢸಱᙙ֢ګ๙ګ
՜֛ḵୗၚۖԞᬰӞྍٌᴚᔜᐟԅԆጱ౭ࢫ҅զᦒᕞݶጱ᯿ᥝ̶ݎ೮ᖅݢಷכሾहکᒵၚۖ҅՜ժԧᥴߝ
ङِԧጯᨲᘏጱᐒᗭ୭ંఽஂྌԏᳵጱ᧩̶
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Returning to Taipei for week two of the SP, scholars began exploring topics such as urban community 
and planning, technology and innovation, and social entrepreneurship through panel presentations, 
small group research, and dialogues with guest speakers and experts.  Soft skills workshops targeting 
leadership, self-awareness, and public speaking complemented student learning, while hands-on 
activities such as indigenous dance and Chinese calligraphy classes, and visits to the NTU D-School and  
eco-friendly brand, O’right, further enriched the Taiwan experience for scholars.

During the third and last week, the SP wrapped up with scholars’ final group presentations where creative 
solutions to global issues were proposed.  The Fireside Chat was an inspiring time for students as influential 
industry leaders candidly shared their experiences, insight, and advice.  In addition, the first pitch session 
of the Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award (AIA) was also held, with finalist teams competing for seed funding 
to take their winning ideas forward.

ጯᨲᘏԭᒫԫޮᬬࣁ҅ݸ۹ݣࢧ᧞झᄍᦖ̵ੜᕟᦎᦞ̵ӫਹۖӾ҅ݶوറᦎԧᦜग़᯿ᥝᦓ᷌҅۱ೡउ૱ᐒᗭ
Өᥢ̵ښᑀದӨڠෛ̵զ݊ᐒտڠӱᔜᐟ̶՜ժᬮದᚆૡ֢ӾङِԧӻՈᶾᤥᚆ̵ێᛔ౯ᦩ̵لᄍᦖጱದ
ᚆ̶ݶܻ࿆҅֘ᛩԟቔ̵Ӿԡဩ᧞ᑕ҅զ݊݇ᥡݣკय़ᦡᦇᴺሾߝכᇈ2ŇULJKW݈ӿԧ՜ժݣࣁკጱ
۸֛ḵ̶

า๗᧞ᑕጱᒫӣޮԽฎၚۖጱ๋ݸӞޮ̶ࣁੜᕟᄍᦖӾ҅ጯᨲᘏᕮᬦ݄ӷޮጱԟᕪḵ҅ଚ੪ፘىጱ
�ᥠ̶ՁӻՈᕪܲړᤈӱᶾᤥލŉᅖᬟ᧨ᦾŊሾᜓ҅ጯᨲᘏᘰࣁ҅ݶෛᥴ٬ොໜ̶ڠᤒԧݎቖᦓ᷌ق
ྌक़҅ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺᬮԈېԧᒫӞጯᨲ�$OXPQL�,QLWLDWLYH�$ZDUG̶๋ᕣࢱفጱࢫᴚ᭗ᬦلᄍᦖޝሿڠӱ
ໜ҅զᩬᶱፓۖސጱᐿৼचᰂ̶
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The SP concluded with a celebratory closing ceremony, where Mr. Ronald Lee, Managing Director and Head 
of Private Wealth Management in Asia Pacific at Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C., encouraged scholars with an 
empowering keynote speech.  The gala dinner was an enjoyable and fitting end to the SP, highlighted by a 
wonderful Taiwanese indigenous dance performance by a group of talented scholars.

Following the success of our third annual SP, we are greatly encouraged by the enthusiasm, curiosity, and 
energy displayed by our scholars.  Their eagerness to engage with those who are di"erent from themselves, 
willingness to approach challenges with an open mind, and active participation in debates and activities 
rea!rm our belief in the importance of cross-cultural exchanges to promote peace and understanding in 
the region.  We hope our scholars will cherish this special experience as they move on to become future 
leaders who build bridges across cultures and embrace diversity.

ጱᳮَᐑӤ҅ṛፐҁԵၖ҂ጱᐺՈᨰᓕݸา๗᧞ᑕ๋ࣁ
ቘ᮱ᳪፊ�Ronald Lee ضኞݎᤒԧἩᛩՈஞጱԆ᷌ᄍᦖ̶
ᘒࣁଣᐞภӤ҅ጯᨲᘏᕟᴚଃԧӞྦྷᔜጱݣკܻ֘
࿆ᛩ̶

ጯᨲᘏࣁ౯ժ҅ݸᒫӣา๗ս۸᧞ᑕېԈۑ౮ࣁ
ጱᅾఘ̵ᎣཿၚێӾ҅Ⴎ֛ڔտک՜ժզන
ጱஞாᬨളጱ፥ᦻզᑌຄጱாଶᬰᤈᦾጱ�
ᬰԵ۸Իၞמࣙے᮷ᦏ౯ժๅڔஞ̶ᬯӞמ
ၖ᧯զ݊ፘቘᥴጱ᯿ᥝ̶౯ժ๕ጯᨲᘏࣁ
౮ԅ๚ᶾᤥ̵൫ୌ۸಼ग़ጱጱڹ
ᤈԏ᪠Ӥ҅ᚆड़ቊఠࣁา๗ᶱፓӾ឴ጱᬯղᇿᇙ�
ᕪ̶ܲ
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Hitotsubashi University -  
Graduate School of International Corporate Strategy
一桥大学国际企业战略研究生院

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology		
香港科技大学

AFLSP Scholars
ጯᨲᘏ
2015 Cohort ଙ

HUANG Weijia 
Ἆሽ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

JIN Minkyu Korea
 ᶥ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Nimrat SALEEM India 
ଶܦ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

NGUYEN Hoang Linh Vietnam 
ܖ᩼

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Naveen TRIPATHI India 
ଶܦ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

PANG He 
ଲမ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

YANG Tzu Hsuan  
ৼ៤

Taiwan 
კݣ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

ZHANG Bangxiang 
ୟᮏᗼ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

ZHANG Xinyi 
ୟᬔ२

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

ZHANG Yi 
ୟྫྷ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

CHO Younsoo Korea 
ᶥ

MPhil in Social Science
ᐒտᑀ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

DAS Avik Kumar India
ଶܦ

MPhil in Civil Engineering
๙ૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕࢿ

FONG Kin Yew Malaysia
ḘᥜԵ

MPhil in Civil Engineering
๙ૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕࢿ

HAN Ne Myo Indonesia
ଶੰᥜԵܦ

MPhil in Mechanical Engineering
༁ૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

KIM Minsam Korea 
ᶥ

MPhil in Computer Science & Engineering
ᦇᓒᑀ݊ૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

LUO Jiren
ᗔၧՈ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
۸ૡᑕ݊ኞᇔړৼૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

XIAO Wendi
ᙆᬻ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
۸ૡᑕ݊ኞᇔړৼૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

YANG Shaozhong
ம

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Life Science#
ኞᑀ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

YI Bairen
ฃጯத

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Computer Science & Engineering 
ᦇᓒᑀ݊ૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ

YUE Huanyu 
Ԕਜ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

MPhil in Humanities
Ո߽Ꮧॊ᧞ᑕ
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Kyoto University  京都大學

Peking University  北京大学

HUANG Weijia 
Ἆሽ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

JIN Minkyu Korea
 ᶥ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Nimrat SALEEM India 
ଶܦ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

NGUYEN Hoang Linh Vietnam 
ܖ᩼

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Naveen TRIPATHI India 
ଶܦ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

PANG He 
ଲမ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

YANG Tzu Hsuan  
ৼ៤

Taiwan 
კݣ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

ZHANG Bangxiang 
ୟᮏᗼ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

ZHANG Xinyi 
ୟᬔ२

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

ZHANG Yi 
ୟྫྷ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

MBA in International Business Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

CHEN Hua
ᴯḯ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Doctoral Degree in Science
ቘܗॊ 

DING Hao 
ӟ᨟

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ  

Master's Degree in Engineering
ૡᑕᏗॊ

DING Yu 
ӟਜ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ�

Master's Degree in Law 
 ဩᏗॊ

DUAN Yijun 
ྦྷ᭥

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Informatics 
ᦔ௳Ꮧॊ

GAO Jingtian 
ṛᒌॠ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Engineering 
ૡᑕᏗॊ

GUI Mingyue 
ᩃก勏

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Human and Environmental Studies 
Ոᔄ݊ሾहᏗॊ

LIN Baixiao
ጮᓜ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Human and Environmental Studies  
Ոᔄ݊ሾहᏗॊ

LIU Yan
ᆎڝ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Economics  
ᕪၧᏗॊ

MENG Weijie 
ਈᖌ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Engineering
ૡᑕᏗॊ

QIN Jiadi 
ᥞ֯ᒢ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Law
ဩᏗॊ

WANG Tianchi
ሴॠḜ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Doctoral Degree in Letters
ܗॊ

WEN Tianyu 
Ⴥॠਜ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Engineering 
ૡᏗॊ

XU Qiuyi
எᐾ᭥

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Economics 
 ᕪၧᏗॊ

YU Jiayu 
ԭ֯ሳ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Letters
Ꮧॊ

ZHOU Yiqun 
ޮ᭥ᗭ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master's Degree in Letters
Ꮧॊ

AMACHI Satoru
ॠ�ᥜև

Japan
෭

Doctor of Philosophy in International Politics
ॊ᧞ᑕܗᔮىᴬ

FUJITA Rise
ᡕኦ�ቘӮ

Japan
෭

Master of Social Science in Sociology
ᐒտᏗॊ᧞ᑕ

HAYAKAWA Taiki 
�ॡच

Japan
෭

Doctor of Philosophy in Chinese Language & Literature
Ӿ݊ܗॊ᧞ᑕ

HIRAI Arata
ଘԳ�ෛ

Japan
෭

Doctor of Philosophy in International Politics
ॊ᧞ᑕܗᔮىᴬ

ITO Yukino 
նᡕ�ᵪԊ

Japan
෭

Bachelor of Arts in Chinese Language & Literature  
Ӿ݊ॊ᧞ᑕ

KAWACHIMARU Miwa
ٖԃ�๚

Japan
෭

Bachelor of Social Science in International Studies
ॊ᧞ᑕܗᔮىᴬ

NISHIMURA Takahiro
ᥜᮅ�ᵇय़

Japan
෭

Doctor of Philosophy in Chinese Studies 
Ӿܗॊ᧞ᑕ

SHIRAISHI Masato
ጮᎪ�ਖ਼Ո

Japan
෭

Doctor of Philosophy in Chinese Ancient History
Ӿݘդܲܗݥॊ᧞ᑕ

SUGATA Yohei
ូኦ�ᴡଘ�

Japan
෭

Doctor of Philosophy in Foreign Language
क़ᔮܗॊ᧞ᑕ

WATANABE Eka
Ⴡ旽�䪮ḕ

Japan
෭

Bachelor of Social Science in International Studies
ᔮॊ᧞ᑕىᴬ
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CHEN Yen Chen
ᴯ୷ᬜ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

CHENG Chen
౮ᬜ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

HONG Lihang
ၒᒈᛯ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

LEE Yun 


Taiwan 
კݣ

Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

LIN Yufang  
ᮟᛰ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

MI Ruoyu  
ᔂᝑ᰷

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy 
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

SHEN Feier 
ဂ៎د

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy 
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

TANG Yufan  
ቲᔺࠈ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy 
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

WANG Shiyun 
ሴᦸᶫ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Political Science
 လ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

WANG Yang
ሴ္

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

XU Yiran
எӞᆐ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

YANG Teng Chun
ጭᒎ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

ZUO Lu
ૢỺ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy
ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

Yenching Academy at Peking University 北京大学燕京学堂

Waseda University 早稻田大学

 FANG Xinyue
� ොོఌ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ 

Master of China Studies
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

 JANG Myungjee
� ୟกฬ�

Korea
ᶥ 

Master of China Studies
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

 LIM Zi Kun
� ৼቢ

Singapore
ෛ࣠ے 

Master of China Studies
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

 LIN Meng Chieh
� ਈ၄

Taiwan
 კݣ

Master of China Studies
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

 MATSUMOTO Naoya
� ຂ�ፗԞ

Japan
෭ 

Master of China Studies
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

 NGUYEN Thi Phuong Linh
� ᴞᜱቧ

Vietnam
 ܖ᩼

Master of China Studies
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

 SATO Mio
� ֙ᡕ�保

Japan
෭ 

Master of China Studies
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ

 TSE Lok Tin Jackson
� ᨀԔॠ

Hong Kong
ḕ 

Master of China Studies
ӾᏗॊᶱፓ
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Zhejiang University 浙江大学

BAE Iseul Korea
ᶥ 

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

BAIK Hyeryena
ጮణᐑূ

Korea
ᶥ 

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

BYAMBAA Enkhtogtokh Mongolia
 ݘ᠃

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

HASHIMOMTO Tomohiro
�ᦻၴ

Japan 
෭

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Setiyono IWAN Indonesia
 ଶੰᥜԵܦ

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Sarah JUNG
ӟអ

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Putthida KIJDUMNERN
ᩮຶ

Thailand 
း

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Benedict KIM
ᰂ᭲ړ

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

MATSUMOTO Haruna Japan  
෭

Master of Plant Protection
༙ᇔכಷᏗॊᶱፓ

NGUYEN Tuan Anh
ᴞג

Vietnam 
ܖ᩼

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Sothea OUM Cambodia
ຳऌ 

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

POON Wei Leng
ᄞ్ቀ

Malaysia 
ḘᥜԵ

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

TRAN Van Dung
ᴯۢ

Vietnam
ܖ᩼

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

WOO Junghee
ᐴᨭࡅ

Korea
ᶥ

Master of Public Administration
ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول
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Participating Universities 参与大学

Shanghai Jiao Tong University
ӤၹԻ᭗य़

FUJIWARA Takashi 
ᡕܻ�

Japan
෭

Dual Doctoral Degree in Naval 
Architecture and Ocean Engineering 
(SJTU-ICRC)
Өၹ၇ૡᑕܗॊ᧞ᑕ�
�ӤၹԻ᭗य़ݨ܉���य़�

Seoul National University
Ḓਫ਼ᒈय़

TANG An 
ਞࠈ

Taiwan 
კݣ

Master of International Studies 
(International Cooperation) 
�Ꮧॊ�֢ݳᴬ�ᴬᎸᑪ

National Taiwan University
კय़ݣ

LEE Youngmin
ฉ䥦 

Korea 
ᶥ

Master of Business Administration
ૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓ

The Chinese University
of Hong Kong
ḕӾय़

KINJO Tomomitsu
ᰂउ�ฬፐ 

Japan
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Juris Doctor
ဩܗॊ

The University of Hong Kong
ḕय़ 

KO Haeuk 
ṛᥴᆕ

Korea
ᶥ
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ᐒտᑀॊ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

The University of Hong Kong 
ḕय़

FENG Yuanyuan
ࢺࢺ٨

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ  

Bachelor of Science in  
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ᔜᓒቘॊ֖᧞ᑕ

The University of Tokyo 
ӳՂय़

HE Mengshi
ᩈᎪ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of Information Technology and 
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ԵၖᑀದӨᐒտᏗॊ

The University of Tokyo
ӳՂय़ 

SHI Fangqi
ᜱባݥ

Mainland China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Master of Economics 
ᕪၧᏗॊ 

The University of Tokyo
ӳՂय़

WU Siyu
ਜޓ

Mainland China
Ӿय़ᴭ 
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ૡᏗॊ  

Tsinghua University
Ⴔय़
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ᆦ࠺ق
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Ⴔय़
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֙ᰀݥ�ก
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ૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓ

Tsinghua University
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ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Tsinghua University
Ⴔय़ 

OHMORI Ryosuke
य़༏�ՄՕ

Japan 
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ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول
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LEE Moongyung
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ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول
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Alumni Statistics (62 Scholars from the 2015 Cohort)
百贤学友数据	�����ଙጱ��֖ጯᨲᘏ�
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ၹक़ኞၚࣁ
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ૡ֢ࣁ
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೮ᖅᬰץ
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ጯᨲา๗ᶱፓཻࡅ
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ఽکݑӨᎸᑪᴺํ�
紧密ጱᘶᔮ
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᧔ॹᰂᦇښጱ֛ḵἩۜզ݊
ଆۗԧ՜ժӨ不同国家�
文化背景ጱՈԻၞ

79%82%
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with their fellow 
AFLSP Scholars
ᕪଉӨٌ՜百贤学者ᘶᔮ

100% 
WOULD RECOMMEND THE
AFLSP TO SOMEONE ELSE
տݻ๏推荐ॹᰂᦇښ
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ӤၹԻ᭗य़
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ᡕܻ�
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Өၹ၇ૡᑕܗॊ᧞ᑕ�
�ӤၹԻ᭗य़ݨ܉���य़�
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ӟ᨟ࣁ����ଙ឴ኪ࿈ૡᑕӨᛔۖ۸ॊ֖ԏ
ஃ֢ԅԵၖᑀದڹښ᭗ᬦԵၖ๚ॹᰂᦇ҅ݸ
ᰂᣟӾஞጱ෭ධᏗॊ̶֖ᕪᬦӷଙጱԟ҅
ླӱԏݸጱӟ᨟ܨਖ਼౮ԅ෭6LPSOH[ݪلጱӞמݷ
ฎӞਹ֖ԭӳՂ̵ݪل]ᧃᶶᳯ̶෭ጱ6LPSOHߎ௳
ᨮᨱᬩአڹဠᑀದԅᰂᣟߎ׀ᧃᒽኼ๐ۓ
ጱ̶ݪل

ӟ᨟ํӿጱ۸Իၞᕪḵ҅ଚᚆᆧᕞᬩአӾ
̵෭̶՜๗இ᭗ᬦᬯӻग़ز۸ጱૡ֢
ሾहᐃᕞᛔ૩ጱࠟӱᎣᦩದᚆ҅ᘒԅ๚ጱᘳ
ӱኞ႕ॽਧचᏐ̶ŉ౯ོᩝኧӧݶ۸ᙧวጱާૡᕟ
౮ጱմӱ࿎҅ࢱᬯ౯ࣁԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښ
Ӿጱᕪܲᶋଉᔄ̶֒౯ᦊԅᬯጱႰݳཛྷୗᚆۗ౯
౮ۑӞᛍԏ̶ێŊӟ᨟᧔̶᭲ŉᴻྌԏक़҅౯๗இᚆ
᯾ݪلጱݎ6LPSOH[ᬯՁํӱኴ्ଚۡࣁ
ႴศጱᕟᕢຝݪلמᎣᦩ̶౯ፘ౯ጱᘳӱದᚆ܋
ړᚆֵ౯قᶎളᰂᣟӨᰂᣟፘىጱᑀದń
౯ᦊԅӷᘏਖ਼տ౮ԅ๚قቖӱۓጱىᲫ̶Ŋ

୮᧨݊෭౮ۑਖ਼ضᬰᑀದ۸ԅਫణጱय़ռၾᩇ
Ձԧᛔ૩ጱ፡ړଚݎސݑᕪḵ҅ӟ᨟Ⴎݥጱܲߝ
ဩ̶�ŉ෭ጱᑀದਫێฎํፓوᎃጱńقቖࢥय़
Ոګ᭜ݪلӾํӷਹฎᛔ෭ጱ̶Ŋӟ᨟᧔̶᭲ŉ
ӧᬦ҅෭ጱ૱ፘੜ҅ᘒӾࣁํय़ጱ
૱ఘ٭ӥᗌፘىದ̶ᡱᆐፓڹӾ෭֢ݳࣁӤ
ᔮᚆਫሿӷى૱ᔲੂጱݸ෭מ౯ፘ֕҅ݗᗌࣁਂ
؉૱ፅ̶౯๕ᛔ૩ᚆԅӾ෭ጱṛᑀದڥݶو
զୌݢհ꧊᭗ጱचᏐӤ҅Ӿ෭ࣁמᨯሠ҅ଚႮڊ
ᒈמጱմӱվ֎ىᔮ̶ଚӬ҅� ౯ፘמᬟ֢ݳ
Ԟਖ਼ํڥԭവۖᑀದڠෛ૱ղ᷐ጱी҅ےզ݊
̶ŊݎᬰԵၖጱᑞਧ

Equipped with a background in electrical engineering 
and automation, Hao decided to pursue his graduate 
studies in 2015 through the AFLSP in Japan, one of 
Asia’s top tech and finance centers.  Two years later, 
Hao is now preparing himself for his transition from 
student to IT consultant at Simplex Inc., a Tokyo-based 
firm that provides consulting and strategy services to 
financial institutions through the use of sophisticated 
technologies.  

With a wealth of intercultural experiences under 
his belt, the multilingual Hao, who speaks Chinese, 
Japanese, and English, looks forward to starting 
his career in an international environment where he 
will acquire essential business and workplace skills 
that prepare him for the future.  “One of the things 
I value about the firm is its mix of employees from 
di"erent backgrounds, which I believe is an important 
component for success, as I’ve learned through the 
AFLSP,” says Hao.  “What’s more, I am excited to 
hone my skills and knowledge at a reputable and fast-
growing firm such as Simplex, which o"ers a structured 
work environment and exposure to the fields of finance 
and financial technology – both of which I believe are 
key to the future of global business.”

Japan’s historic success in transforming advanced 
technology into a"ordable consumer products has 
also inspired Hao as he shares his hopes and outlook 
on what lies ahead.  “Japan’s technological prowess 
is apparent – of the four largest robotics companies 
in the world, two of them are Japanese,” says Hao.  
“However, Japan’s market is relatively small, while 
China has the market but lacks the technology.  The 
current shortage of Sino-Japanese collaboration is 
unfortunate, as it would actually be very beneficial 
for both countries.  One day, I hope to bridge the 
high-tech markets of Japan and China.  Both of our 
cultures hold similar values and I think this is a good 
entry point to build mutual trust as corporate partners 
and friends.  Bilateral collaboration would boost 
technological innovation, increase market share, and 
improve stability and development in the region.”

DING Hao ӟ᨟�
An AFLSP Scholar from the 2015 cohort, DING Hao 
recently graduated from Kyoto University, where he 
completed his graduate studies in engineering.  With 
plans to remain in Japan for the foreseeable future, Hao 
hopes to one day bridge the high-tech industries of 
Japan and China to boost technological innovation in 
the region.

ӟ᨟ฎӞࣁݷ����ଙ឴Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښጱ
ᘏ҅ଚ૪ᕪՂ᮷य़ݐૡᑕᏗॊ̶֖ӟ᨟ᦇښ
Ԫӱ҅ଚ๕ํӞॠᚆ൫ୌӾ෭ṛᑀದԾӱݎ෭ࣁ
ጱ҅զവۖԵၖ܄ጱᑀದڠෛ̶

Alumni Stories 
ጯᨲඳԪ
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Naoya MATSUMOTO ຂፗԞ
Naoya MATSUMOTO is a recent graduate of the 
Yenching Academy of Peking University, where he 
completed his graduate studies in urban planning.  His 
study abroad and internship experiences have taught 
him that mutual learning is becoming increasingly 
important in the world of globalization.

ຂፗԞᬪ๗۹Ղय़ᆱՂझླӱଚݐԧउ૱
ᥢښᏗॊ̶֖ၹक़ኸਫԟጱᕪḵᦏຂፗԞᦊ
ᦩکፘԟقࣁቖ۸ᙧวӥ෭Ⴙ܋ጱ᯿ᥝ̶

ຂፗԞᑀ੪ԭՂ᮷य़ଚᮎ᩸তउ
૱ᥢښԾኞၫܹي᪁̶ᑀ๗ᳵ҅՜้݇ےӞӻ֖
ԭੰܦᵝےᬡጱ෭ݎൔۗᶱፓ҅ଚ౮ԅٌ
ṛ᭛ل᪠ୌᦡૡᑕ᮱ᳪጱਫԟኞ̶᭗ᬦྌེᕪܲ҅
ຂፗԞᦊᦩکउ૱ሾहउ૱ᥢښጱ᯿ᥝ̶ྌ
क़҅՜ᦊԅ෭ፅीےጱᶱፓ܋ԧउ૱ᥢښ
ጱᴬᥤᰀᕪḵጱᥝ̶ࣁྌఘ୵ӥ҅ຂፗ
Ԟ᭗ᬦԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇڹښஃӾٖ੪
Ꮈᑪኞ҅զےႮᛔ૩ىԭփᕹୌᒺጱכಷउ૱۸
ጱᎣᦩ̶

Ղ᮷۹ՂጱԟᕪܲԅຂፗԞ׀ԧറᔱই֜
ᬰᤈᅒݸउ૱᯿ୌउ૱כಷᒵ᯿ᥝᦓ᷌ጱտ̶
ᕪᬦ᧣Ꮈ՜ݎሿՂ᮷۹Ղҁզ݊՜ժଫጱ
ਹ҂ࣁᬯොᶎᚆड़ፘᰄଚӾݑፅ̶ŉӷӻउ
૱᮷ํӿጱ۸᭳Ծݷᙯݘᭃ҅֕ݶ᮷ᶎ
ԁവଠٌ܋ᖌಷොဩጱ̶ŊຂፗԞ᧔҅���������
ŉҁ֕҂ᙲݶጱਠঅਂכฎ۹Ղݘᘌᤋ܄ᬰᤈכಷ
ጱ๋অᦤกԏӞ҅ࣁᬯӞᅩӤՂ᮷ᦜݢզԟ̶Ŋ

Өஉग़Ոᥡᅩӧ҅ݶຂፗԞᦊԅ෭Ֆํஉग़ݢ
զݻӾٌ՜ਹԟጱො̶՜᭗ᬦᎸᑪݎ
ሿ҅ᖌಷӞӻउ૱ጱ۸ݥܲᇙጱ๋অොୗ੪
ฎݎӞӻզכಷउ૱ࢶวӨᐒᗭԅፓຽጱ҅Ӭݢ
ፄ̵ڥᕪၧݢ೮ᖅݎጱཛྷ̶ࣳ՜Քଙਖ਼ࣁӳՂӞ
ਹԾݪلতૡ֢҅ଚᨮᨱ෭Ӿஞࠟ܄ۓԃԏ
ٖጱउ૱ݎᥢ̶ښ՜๕ᛔ૩ጱኸᕪܲᥤᰀ
ᚆԅݪل๚ጱၹक़ᶱፓ؉ڊᑱڊᨯሠ̶

Naoya’s passion for urban planning was initially sparked 
during his undergraduate years at Kyoto University, 
specifically after an internship at the Government of 
Indonesia’s Ministry of Public Works.  Working on a 
highway construction project in Jakarta under one of 
Japan’s O!cial Development Assistance programs, 
Naoya realized that understanding the urban context 
is a crucial component of urban planning.  With the 
number of multinational development projects on the 
rise, he also came to the conclusion that the demand 
for urban planners with international exposure will 
continue to increase over time.  This realization 
prompted him to pursue his graduate degree in 
Mainland China through the AFLSP, where he 
broadened his knowledge of traditional architecture 
conservation and urbanization.

Naoya’s studies in Kyoto and Beijing gave him 
opportunities to closely examine di"erent approaches 
to topics such as post-disaster urban reconstruction 
and urban conservation.  Through his research, he 
discovered that the two cities (and their respective 
countries) would benefit greatly if they learned from 
one another.  “They both have numerous cultural relics 
and are facing similar challenges of promoting and 
improving conservation e"orts,” says Naoya. “Beijing’s 
well-preserved hutongs are one example of the city’s 
successful conservation work, and Kyoto would 
probably do well to learn from them.”

Contrary to popular opinion, Naoya believes that 
Japan still has much to learn from China and other 
countries.  Through his studies, he learned that the 
best way to maintain a city’s cultural and historical 
identity is to establish a profitable and economically 
sustainable model to preserve its urban landscape 
and communities.  He plans to start work this year 
at a Tokyo-based real estate company, where he 
will be planning urban redevelopment projects in 
Marunouchi, Japan’s largest CBD.  He hopes to utilize 
his international background and outlook to lead 
overseas projects for the firm in the future.
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ጯᨲ$OXPQL�,QLWLDWLYH�$ZDUG��$,$��ฎӞӻඪ೮ጯᨲᐒտᨱձᤈۖᦇ҅ښզἩۜ՜ժᥴ٬Եၖጱᐒ̵܄ሾहᕪၧᒵᶾ
ऒਂࣁጱᵙ̶᷌ᛔӧݶय़܄ऒጱጯᨲਖ਼໑ഝྯଙጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺګਧጱԆ᷌ᕟᴚਠ౮ᧆᤈۖොໜ̶

Ḓ$,$ໜᄍᦖࣁጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����Ԉᤈ̶๋ᕣࢱفጱӷᕟࢫᴚࣁӞռӫӱᦧਭᶎڹᴏᬿٌොໜ̶$,$ጱ๋ᕣ឴ॹጱ
ᴚշฎ�ŉ%DDPERRŊ��ڹᑍŉ%ULGJHŊ�̶՜ժࢩྌ឴ԧӞᒟۖސᩒᰂ҅զۗ՜ժ៧ਫٌᦇ̶ښ

Baamboo is an online platform that aims to connect regional NGOs with skilled and experienced personnel 
that they may otherwise not have the means to reach or hire.  The platform also provides opportunities for 
companies, students, and retired professionals interested in tackling social issues to contribute their skills 
and expertise remotely. 
Baamboo ฎӞӻᗑᕶଘ҅ݣࣁଆۗ܄ݱጱᶋᕟᕢತํᚆᕪḵጱᘳᘏ҅ଚ׀տᕳ̵ݪلኞզ݊
ᭅջጱᤈӱᶾᤥࣁᕚړՁ՜ժଫᐒտᳯ᷌ጱᕪḵದ̶

THE TWO FINALIST TEAMS OF THE AIA 2017 WERE:
$,$������๋ᕣࢱفጱӷᕟࢫᴚڦړฎғ

The Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award (AIA) invites Bai Xian (BX) Alumni to develop socially responsible action 
plans that address challenges faced by Asia’s communities, environments, and economies.  Alumni from 
di"erent campuses and regions are encouraged to work together in teams to produce plans in line with 
themes determined by BXAI on a yearly basis.  

The first AIA pitch session was held at the BXAI Summer Program 2017, where two finalist teams presented 
their action plans before an esteemed panel of judges.  The winner, Baamboo (formerly known as Bridge), was 
awarded a cash prize and seed funding to take its idea forward.

Baamboo 

Project members ᶱፓ౮ާ: 
SHI Fangqi ݥᜱባ 
BX alumna, Mainland Chinese, Master of 
Economics graduate from University of Tokyo
ᛔӾٖጱጯᨲ҅ԭӳՂय़ݐ�
ᕪၧᏗॊ

HE Mengshi ᩈᎪ�
BX alumna, Mainland Chinese, Master of 
Information Technology and Society in Asia 
graduate from University of Tokyo
ᛔӾٖጱጯᨲ҅ԭӳՂय़ݐఘಸᏗॊ

NGUYEN Hoang Linh
BX alumnus, Vietnamese, Master of Business 
Administration graduate from Hitotsubashi – ICS
ᛔ᩼ܖጱጯᨲ҅ԭӞय़ᴬմӱኼ
ᎸᑪኞᴺጱݐૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ

Salman MOHAMMED
BX alumnus, Ghanaian, Bachelor of Economics 
and Sociology graduate from University of Cape 
Coast
ᛔےᕑጱጯᨲ҅ԭၹધय़ݐ
ᕪၧӨᐒտॊ

Project leader ᶱፓᨮᨱՈ: 
Naveen TRIPATHI 
BX alumnus, Indian, Master of Business 
Administration graduate from Hitotsubashi – ICS
ᛔܦଶጱጯᨲ҅ԭӞय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺ�
ૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊݐ

Bai Xian 
Alumni Initiative Award 
ጯᨲ�Alumni Initiative Award 
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Green Tech Transfer hopes to become the first provider in China of advanced water treatment 
technologies such as humidification-dehumidification.  Noticing a disparity between China and 
Japan in terms of green technology, Green Tech Transfer aims to be the bridge between the two 
countries by transferring existing Japanese technologies to China, where there is a lack of such 
technologies to solve major environmental problems. 
Green Tech Transfer ᛘێԭ౮ԅᒫӞӻਖ਼चԭीლᴻლጱضᬰ॒ቘದଃفӾጱ׀ଫ̶ࠟᧆੜᕟᘍᡤکᧆದ
ᥴ٬ٌ᯿य़ሾहᳯ̶᷌ݎᖖᜋԾӱ昲Ӿզ҅Ӿف෭ਖ਼ᧆᶱದଃࣁᥢཛྷ҅ݎݶ෭ጱӧӾࣁ

Green Tech Transfer

Project leader ᶱፓᨮᨱՈ: 
SANO Fumiaki 
BX alumnus, Japanese, Master of Business 
Administration graduate from Tsinghua University
ᛔ෭ጱጯᨲ໊҅ԭႴय़ݐૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ

Project members ᶱፓ౮ާ: 
KIM Hyun Kyung
BX alumna, South Korean, Master of Philosophy in 
Environmental Engineering graduate from The Hong 
Kong University of Science and Technology
ᛔᶥጱጯᨲ҅ԭḕᑀದय़ݐሾכૡᑕ߽Ꮧॊ

LIU Lihui ڝԇտ
Mainland Chinese, Bachelor of Environmental Science 
graduate from Saxion University of Applied Sciences
ᛔӾٖ҅ԭ៣ظय़ݐሾכᑀॊ

AN Shuo ਞᏗ
Mainland Chinese, Bachelor of Arts (Hons) and Master of 
Engineering graduate from Cambridge University
ᛔӾٖ҅ԭڻय़ݐឍॊૡᑕᏗॊ

BXAI looks forward to receiving new submissions and creative ideas for the upcoming AIA 2018, 
which will focus on the following themes:
ොໜ̶Ԇ᷌ԅғڠ᭓Իጱጯᨲکਖ਼ԁԏᴬ҅ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺ๗இතܨ������$,$�ࣁ

(1) Environment and Sustainability  
� ሾहӨݢ೮ᖅݎ

(2) Social Innovation 
� ᐒտڠෛ�
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Preview : BXAI Summer Program 2018
毆ޞ���ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺ�า๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����

Designed to extend learning beyond the classroom, the BXAI Summer Program brings 
together scholars from the Asian Future Leaders Scholarship Program (AFLSP) on to one 
university campus for three weeks over the summer to discuss regional trends and challenges, 
build community, and develop 21st-century skills in an immersive and engaging setting.
%
This year’s Summer Program will run from August 3 to 24 at Peking University in Beijing, 
China.% Over 90 students from our 16 partner universities will join us as we explore the theme 
of “Tradition and Innovation”.
%
The Program will kick o" with an exciting scavenger hunt around Peking University and a three-
day, two-night excursion to the Great Wall, which will include hikes along scenic sections of 
the Wall that boast sweeping views of the surrounding mountains and lakes.% Various outdoor 
challenges and a bilingual improvisation workshop will encourage scholars to exercise their 
teamwork skills, build confidence, and form new friendships.
%
Returning to Peking University in the second week, scholars will participate in a variety of 
hands-on activities and workshops that will not only strengthen their leadership and problem-
solving skills but also allow them to develop a greater appreciation for the diverse cultures 
in our region.%  As they study East Asia’s unique landscape through focused topic learning 
sessions, scholars will have the chance to further delve into this year’s theme by examining 
their heritage, considering the sustainable development of our cities, and envisioning their 
roles in Asia’s future.
%
The final week will see scholars share their learnings with our wider community as BX friends 
and supporters congregate in Beijing to celebrate the completion of the fourth annual BXAI 
Summer Program.
 

ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺጱา๗ս۸᧞ᑕҁᓌᑍŉา๗᧞ᑕŊ҂զ᧞झٖक़ፘᕮݳጱԟ୵ୗ҅ྯଙᮀ᧗ॹᰂ឴ᘏ
ἶᘸӞಅ֢ݳᴺ໊ଚ݇ӨӞӻԅ๗ӣޮጱา๗ၚ̶ۖኞਖ਼ํտറᦎԵၖጱݎ̵ୌᒈᐒᗭզ
݊܋ᛔ૩ࣁ��Ӯᕉಅᵱጱݱᶱದᚆ̶

ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺՔଙਖ਼ԭ�์�෭ᛗ��෭۹ࣁՂय़Ԉېา๗᧞ᑕ����̶᩻ᬦ��֖ᛔ��ಅ֢ݳվ֎य़
ጱኞਖ਼ἶᘸଚറᦎՔଙŉփᕹӨڠෛŊጱԆ̶᷌

า๗ᶱፓਖ਼Ḓ۹ࣁضՂय़ޮᬟӞӻ᪁ޱጱਪ౭ԅ๗ӣॠӷภጱᳩउᬱ᪃ၚ̶ۖኞਖ਼݇Өᬱ᪃
ၚۖଚོᩝวᜋᐹԇጱᛔᆐდ̶ᷚطᬮํग़ӻಁक़ၚۖӞӻيܨૡ֢҅զᦒᕞኞጱ
̶᧩ङِמದᚆ̵ୌᒈᛔ֢ݳᴚࢫ

ኞԭᒫԫޮᬬ۹ࢧՂय़໊҅ݸࢮਖ਼݇ӨӞᔮڜਫ᪢ၚۖૡ֢զے୩ӻՈጱᶾᚆێᳯ᷌ᥴ٬ᚆ
ᖭᎣᦩጱԟ҅ଚᕰՔଙጱԆ᷌ᬰᤈӳԵᇿᇙጱࢱ҅ኞਖ਼ݶ۸̶زտԵၖጱग़֛ቘᥴفଚႮ҅ێ
റᦎ۸᭳Ծ҅उ૱ݢ೮ᖅݎԵၖ๚๕ᒵ᧞̶᷌

ݶوՁ౮ຎଚړጱ౮ާἶᘸ۹Ղ̵܄վ֎զٌ݊՜ጯᨲᐒ֢ݳ҅ጯᨲԏݶӞޮ҅ኞਖ਼ݸา๗ᶱፓጱ๋ࣁ
ଣᐞᒫࢥา๗᧞ᑕጱࢺჿᳮ̶
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

GOVERNORS’ REPORT 
 
 
 
The Governors present their report and the audited financial statements for the year ended 31 
December 2017. 
 

 
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY 
 
The principal activity of the Company is implementing scholarship and education programs. 
 
 
LIABILITY OF MEMBERS 
 
The Company is incorporated under the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance as a company limited by 
guarantee and accordingly, has no issued share capital.  The liability of each of the individual 
member is limited to HK$100. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
The financial performance of the Company for the year ended 31 December 2017 and the financial 
position of the Company as at that date are set out in the financial statements on pages 6 to 23. 
 
 
CHARITABLE DONATIONS 
 
Total donations made by the Company for charitable purposes during the year amounted to 
US$625,025. 
 
 
GOVERNORS 
 
The Governors of the Company during the year and up to the date of this report are as follows: 
 
CHAO Wei Ting Ronna   
CHAO Kee Tung   
LEONG Chi Yan John  
MA Yung Kit  
MONG Tak Yeung David   
OGINO Masaaki  
WATARI Shinichiro  
FUNG Yeh Yi Hao Yvette (appointed on 23 June 2017) 
LEE Yeh Kwong Charles (resigned on 23 June 2017) 
ZHANG Junsheng (deceased on 19 February 2018) 
 
There being no provision in the Company’s Articles of Association to the contrary, all Governors 
continue in office for the forthcoming year. 
 
LEE Yeh Kwong Charles has confirmed that he has no disagreement with the Board and nothing 
relating to the affairs of the Company needed to be brought to the attention of the members of the 
Company. 
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

GOVERNORS’ REPORT 
 
 
 
MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS 
 
No contract concerning the management and administration of the whole or any substantial part of 
the business of the Company was entered into or existed during the year. 
 
 
PERMITTED INDEMNITY PROVISIONS 
 
At no time during the financial year and up to the date of this Report, there was or is, any permitted 
indemnity provision being in force for the benefit of any of the Governors of the Company (whether 
made by the Company or otherwise) or an associated company (if made by the Company). 
 
 
BUSINESS REVIEW 
 
The Company is exempted from preparing a business review for the financial year. 
 
 
AUDITOR 
 
A resolution will be proposed at the forthcoming annual general meeting of the Company to 
re-appoint BDO Limited as auditor. 
 
 
 
 
 
On behalf of the Governors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAO Wei Ting Ronna 
 
 
Hong Kong,  
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
TO THE MEMBERS OF BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
(incorporated in Hong Kong as a company limited by guarantee) 
 
 
Opinion 
 
We have audited the financial statements of Bai Xian Asia Institute Limited (the “Company”) set 
out on pages 6 to 23, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2017, 
and the statement of income and expenditure and other comprehensive income, statement of 
changes in funds and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial 
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. 
 
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the 
Company as at 31 December 2017, and of its financial performance and cash flows for the year 
then ended in accordance with Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards issued by the Hong 
Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“HKICPA”) and have been properly prepared in 
compliance with the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance. 
 
Basis for Opinion 
 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Hong Kong Standards on Auditing (“HKSAs”) issued 
by the HKICPA. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the “Auditor’s 
Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements” section of our report. We are 
independent of the Company in accordance with the HKICPA’s “Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants” (the “Code”), and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance 
with the Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to 
provide a basis for our opinion. 
 
Other Information 
 
The Governors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the 
information included in the Governors’ report but does not include the financial statements and our 
auditor’s report thereon. 
 
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express 
any form of assurance conclusion thereon. 
 
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other 
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with 
the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be 
materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material 
misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to 
report in this regard. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
TO THE MEMBERS OF BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
(incorporated in Hong Kong as a company limited by guarantee) 
 
 
Governors’ Responsibilities for the Financial Statements 
 
The Governors are responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair 
view in accordance with Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards issued by the HKICPA and the 
Hong Kong Companies Ordinance, and for such internal control as the Governors determine is 
necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
 
In preparing the financial statements, the Governors of the Company are responsible for assessing 
the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to 
going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Governors either intend 
to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so. 
 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements 
 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 
that includes our opinion.  This report is made solely to you, as a body, in accordance with Section 
405 of the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance, and for no other purpose. We do not assume 
responsibility towards or accept liability to any other person for the contents of this report. 
 
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in 
accordance with HKSAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements 
can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they 
could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of 
these financial statements. 
 
As part of an audit in accordance with HKSAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain 
professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also: 
 
• identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 

due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The 
risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one 
resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 
• obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 

procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 
opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control. 

 
• evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 

accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Governors. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
TO THE MEMBERS OF BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
(incorporated in Hong Kong as a company limited by guarantee) 
 
 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements - Continued 
 
• conclude on the appropriateness of the Governors’ use of the going concern basis of 

accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists 
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to 
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are 
required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial 
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are 
based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future 
events or conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern. 

 
• evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including 

the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions 
and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation. 

 
We communicate with the Governors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and 
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal 
control that we identify during our audit.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BDO Limited 
Certified Public Accountants 
Tam Kwok Yiu 
Practising Certificate Number P02575 
 
 
Hong Kong,  
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME  

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017 
 
 
 
 

 
 Note  2017  2016 
   US$  US$ 
      
Income 5  2,123,155  2,606,500 
      
Other gains and losses 6  1,027,924  387,111 
      
Administrative expenses   (1,784,107)  (2,334,445) 
      
Surplus before income tax 7  1,366,972  659,166 
      
Income tax expense   -  - 
      
Surplus and total comprehensive income 

for the year 
  

1,366,972 
 

659,166 
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2017 

 
 
 
 
 Note  2017  2016 
   US$  US$ 
      
Non-current assets      
Plant and equipment 11  20,767  29,579 
      
Total non-current assets   20,767  29,579 
            
Current assets      
Investments at fair value through profit or loss 12  10,459,645  9,851,005 
Other receivables and deposits 13  921,785  588,605 
Cash and bank balances   634,278  267,300 
      
Total current assets   12,015,708  10,706,910       
      
Current liabilities      
Other payables and accruals   (54,941)  (121,927) 
      
Total current liabilities   (54,941)  (121,927)       
      
Net current assets   11,960,767  10,584,983 
      
NET ASSETS   11,981,534  10,614,562 
      
Representing:      
Operating fund 14  534,954  262,434 
Scholarship fund 14  863,598  501,123 
Endowment fund 14  10,582,982  9,851,005 
      
TOTAL FUNDS   11,981,534  10,614,562 
 
 
 
 
On behalf of the Governors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
CHAO Wei Ting Ronna 
Governor 

 CHAO Kee Tung 
Governor 
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Governor 
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Governor 
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017 

 
 
 
 
 

 Operating 
fund 

 Scholarship 
fund 

 Endowment 
fund 

  
Total 

 US$  US$  US$  US$ 
 (note 14)  (note 14)  (note 14)   

As at 1 January 2016 179,193 
  

272,029 
  

9,504,174 
  

9,955,396 

 
       

Surplus and total comprehensive 
income for the year 

 
83,241 

  
229,094 

  
346,831 

  
659,166 

 
       

As at 31 December 2016 and  
1 January 2017 262,434 

  
501,123 

  
9,851,005 

  
10,614,562 

        
Transfer to scholarship fund -  250,000  (250,000)  - 
        
Surplus and total comprehensive 

income for the year 272,520 
  

112,475 
  

981,977 
  

1,366,972 
        
As at 31 December 2017 534,954  863,598  10,582,982  11,981,534 
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED 
 

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017 

 
 
 
 

  2017  2016 
  US$  US$ 
     
Cash flows from operating activities     
     
Surplus before income tax expense  1,366,972  659,166 
     
Adjustments for:     

Depreciation on plant and equipment  19,782  18,213 
Dividend income  (74,256)  (91,330) 
Interest income  (5,439)  (412) 
Service charge on investments at fair value through 

profit or loss 
  

45,613 
  

39,880 
Fair value gain on investments at fair value through 

profit or loss 
  

(948,007) 
  

(294,996) 
     
Operating surplus before working capital changes  404,665  330,521 

Increase in other receivables  (333,180)  (353,684) 
(Decrease)/Increase in other payables and accruals  (66,986)  38,384 

     
Net cash generated from operating activities  4,499  15,221 
     
Cash flows from investing activities     

Interest income  112  27 
Purchase of plant and equipment  (10,970)  (9,383) 
Proceeds from withdrawals of investments 

at fair value through profit or loss 
  

373,337 
  

- 
     
Net cash generated from/(used in) investing activities  362,479  (9,356) 
     
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  366,978  5,865 
     
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year  267,300  261,435 
     
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year     
    - representing cash and bank balances  634,278  267,300 
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1. GENERAL  
 

Bai Xian Asia Institute Limited is a company limited by guarantee incorporated in Hong 
Kong. Its registered office and principal place of business is located at 1/F Novel Industrial 
Building, 850-870 Lai Chi Kok Road, Cheung Sha Wan, Kowloon, Hong Kong.  
 
The principal activity of the Company is implementing scholarship and education programs. 
 
Each member of the Company undertakes to contribute an amount not exceeding HK$100 
to the assets of the Company in the event of its being wound up.  The Company had 5 
members as at 31 December 2017. 
 

 
2. ADOPTION OF HONG KONG FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS 
 (“HKFRSs”) 

 
(a) Adoption of new/revised HKFRSs - Effective 1 January 2017 
 

The adoption of the following amendments have no material impact on the 
Company’s financial statements. 

 
Amendments to HKAS 7 Disclosure Initiative 
HKFRSs (Amendments) Annual improvements 2012-2014 Cycle 
 

(b) Applicable new/revised HKFRSs that have been issued but are not yet effective 
 

The following applicable new/revised HKFRSs, potentially relevant to the Company’s 
financial statements, have been issued, but are not yet effective and have not been 
early adopted by the Company. 
 
Annual Improvements to 

HKFRSs 2014-2016 Cycle 
Amendments to HKFRS 1, First-time Adoption 

of Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards1 
HKFRS 9 Financial Instruments2 
Amendments to HKFRS 9 Prepayment Features with Negative 

Compensation2 
HKRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers1 
Amendments to HKFRS 15 Revenue  from Contracts with Customers 

(Clarification to HKFRS15)1 
HKFRS 16 Leases2 
HK(IFRIC) - Int 22 Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance 

Consideration1 
  
1 Effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018 
2 Effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019 
  
The Company is in the process of making an assessment of the potential impact of 
these new/revised HKFRSs and the Governors have yet to conclude whether the 
application of these new/revised HKFRSs will have any material impact on the 
Company’s financial statements. 
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3. BASIS OF PREPARATION  
 

(a) Statement of compliance 
 
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with all applicable Hong 
Kong Financial Reporting Standards, Hong Kong Accounting Standards and 
Interpretations (hereinafter collectively referred to as the “HKFRSs”) and the 
provisions of the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance which concern the preparation 
of financial statements. 

 
(b) Basis of measurement 

 
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost basis except for 
investments at fair value through profit or loss. 
 

(c) Functional and presentation currency 
 
The financial statements are presented in United States dollars (“US$”), which is the 
functional currency of the Company. 

 
 
4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES  

 
(a) Plant and equipment 

 
Plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and 
accumulated impairment losses. 
 
The cost of plant and equipment includes its purchase price and the costs directly 
attributable to the acquisition of the items. 
 
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a 
separate asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits 
associated with the item will flow to the Company and the cost of the item can be 
measured reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.  All 
other repairs and maintenance are recognised as an expense in statement of income 
and expenditure during the financial year in which they are incurred. 
 
Plant and equipment are depreciated so as to write off their cost or valuation net of 
expected residual value over their estimated useful lives on a straight-line basis. The 
useful lives, residual value and depreciation method are reviewed, and adjusted if 
appropriate, at the end of each reporting year.  The principal annual depreciation 
rate is 331/3%. 
 
An asset is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if its carrying 
amount is higher than the asset’s estimated recoverable amount. 
 
The gain or loss on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment is the 
difference between the net sale proceeds and its carrying amount, and is recognised 
in statement of income and expenditure on disposal. 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued 

 
(b) Impairment of plant and equipment 

 
At the end of each reporting year, the Company reviews the carrying amounts of 
plant and equipment to determine whether there is any indication that those assets 
have suffered an impairment loss or an impairment loss previously recognised no 
longer exists or may have decreased. 
 
If the recoverable amount (i.e. the greater of the fair value less costs to sell and 
value in use) of an asset is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying 
amount of the asset is reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is 
recognised as an expense immediately. 
 
Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset is 
increased to the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, to the extent that the 
increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have 
been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior 
years.  A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised as income immediately. 
 

(c)  Financial instruments  
 

(i) Financial assets 
 
Loans and receivables 
 
These assets are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable 
payments that are not quoted in an active market.  They are initially 
measured at fair value plus transaction costs that are directly attributable to 
the acquisition of the financial assets. Subsequent to initial recognition, 
they are carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less 
any identified impairment losses. 
 
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 
 
Financial assets are designated upon initial recognition as at fair value 
through profit or loss if the following criteria are met: (i) the designation 
eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent treatment that would 
otherwise arise from measuring the assets or recognising gains or loss on 
them on a different basis; (ii) the assets are part of a group of financial 
assets which is managed and its performance evaluated on a fair value basis 
according to a documented management strategy; or (iii) the financial asset 
contains an embedded derivative that would need to be separately recorded. 
 
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognised at 
fair value plus transaction costs.  Subsequent to initial recognition, financial 
assets at fair value through profit or loss are measured at fair value, with 
changes in fair value recognised in the statement income and expenditure 
the year in which they arise. 
 
Gains or losses on these financial assets are recognised in the statement of 
income and expenditure. 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued 

 
(c)  Financial instruments - Continued 

 
(ii) Impairment loss on financial assets 

 
For loans and receivables 
 
An impairment loss is recognised in the statement of income and 
expenditure when there is objective evidence that a financial asset is 
impaired, and is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying 
amount and the present value of the estimated future cash flows discounted 
at the original effective interest rate. The carrying amount of a financial 
asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account. When any part of 
a financial asset is determined as uncollectible, it is written off against the 
allowance account for the relevant financial asset. 
 
Impairment losses are reversed in subsequent years when an increase in the 
asset’s recoverable amount can be related objectively to an event occurring 
after the impairment was recognised, subject to a restriction that the 
carrying amount of the asset at the date the impairment is reversed does not 
exceed what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not 
been recognised. 

 
(iii) Financial liabilities 

 
The Company has one category of financial liabilities being financial 
liabilities at amortised cost.  They are initially measured at fair value, net of 
directly attributable costs incurred, and subsequently measured at 
amortised cost, using the effective interest method.  The related interest 
expense is recognised in the statement of income and expenditure. 
  
Gains or losses are recognised in the statement of income and expenditure 
when the liabilities are derecognised as well as through the amortisation 
process. 
 

 (iv) Effective interest method 
 
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost 
of a financial asset or financial liability and of allocating interest income or 
interest expense over the relevant year.  The effective interest rate is the rate 
that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts or payments through 
the expected life of the financial asset or liability, or where appropriate, a 
shorter period. 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued 

 
(c)  Financial instruments - Continued 

 
(v) Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities 

  
The Company derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to 
future cash flows in relation to the financial asset expire or when the 
financial asset has been transferred and the transfer meets the criteria for 
derecognition in accordance with HKAS 39. 

 
Financial liabilities are derecognised when the obligation specified in the 
relevant contract is discharged, cancelled or expired. 

 
(d) Recognition of income 

 
Donations are recognised as income when the right to receive payment is 
established. Specific donations related to acquisition of plant and equipment are 
credited to cost of the assets purchased. 
 
Interest income is accrued on a time basis on the principal outstanding at the 
applicable interest rate. 
 
Dividend income is recognised when the right to receive the dividend is established.  

 
(e) Foreign currency  

 
Transactions entered into by the Company in currencies other than the currency of the 
primary economic environment in which it operates (the “functional currency”) are 
recorded at the rates ruling when the transactions occur.  Foreign currency monetary 
assets and liabilities are translated at the rates ruling at the end of the reporting year. 
Non-monetary items carried at fair value that are denominated in foreign currencies 
are retranslated at the rates prevailing on the date when the fair value was determined. 
Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign 
currency are not retranslated. 

 
Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items, and on the 
translation of monetary items, are recognised in the statement of income and 
expenditure in the year in which they arise. Exchange differences arising on the 
retranslation of non-monetary items carried at fair value are included in the statement 
of income and expenditure for the year except for differences arising on the 
retranslation of non-monetary items in respect of which gains and losses are 
recognised in other comprehensive income, in which case, the exchange differences 
are also recognised in other comprehensive income. 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued 

 
(f) Employee benefits 

 
(i) Short term employee benefits 

 
Short term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than termination 
benefits) that are expected to be settled wholly before twelve months after the 
end of the reporting period in which the employees render the related service.  
Short term employee benefits are recognised in the reporting period when the 
employees render the related service. 
 

(ii) Defined contribution retirement plan 
 

Contributions to defined contribution retirement plans are recognised as an 
expense in the statement of income and expenditure when the services are 
rendered by the employees. 

 
(g) Provisions and contingent liabilities 

 
Provisions are recognised for liabilities of uncertain timing or amount when the 
Company has a legal or constructive obligation arising as a result of a past event, 
which will probably result in an outflow of economic benefits that can be 
reasonably estimated.   
 
Where it is not probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be required, or 
the amount cannot be estimated reliably, the obligation is disclosed as a contingent 
liability, unless the probability of outflow of economic benefits is remote.  Possible 
obligations, the existence of which will only be confirmed by the occurrence or 
non-occurrence of one or more future events, are also disclosed as contingent 
liabilities unless the probability of outflow of economic benefits is remote. 

 
(h) Related parties 

 
(a) A person or a close member of that person’s family is related to the Company if 

that person: 
 

(i) has control or joint control over the Company; 
(ii) has significant influence over the Company; or 
(iii) is a member of key management personnel of the Company’s parent. 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued 

 
(h) Related parties - Continued 

 
(b) An entity is related to the Company if any of the following conditions apply: 

 
(i) The entity and the Company are members of the same group. 
(ii) One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity (or an 

associate or joint venture of a member of a group of which the other entity 
is a member). 

(iii) Both entities are joint ventures of the same third party. 
(iv) One entity is a joint venture of a third entity and the other entity is an 

associate of the third entity. 
(v) The entity is a post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of the 

employees of the Company or an entity related to the Company. 
(vi) The entity is controlled or jointly controlled by a person identified in (a). 
(vii) A person identified in (a)(i) has significant influence over the entity or is a 

member of key management personnel of the entity (or of a parent of the 
entity). 

(viii) The entity, or any member of a group of which it is a part, provides key 
management personnel services to the Company or to the parent of the 
Company. 

 
Close members of the family of a person are those family members who may be 
expected to influence, or be influenced by, that person in their dealings with the 
entity and include: 

 
(i) that person’s children and spouse or domestic partner; 
(ii) children of that person’s spouse or domestic partner; and 
(iii) dependents of that person or that person’s spouse or domestic partner. 

 
 
5. INCOME 
 

Income represents donations received during the year. 
 
 
6. OTHER GAINS AND LOSSES 
  2017  2016 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Fair value gain on investments 948,007  294,996 
 Interest income 5,439  412 
 Dividend income 74,256  91,330 
 Sundry income 222  373 
     
  1,027,924  387,111 
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7. SURPLUS BEFORE INCOME TAX 
 

Surplus before income tax is arrived at after charging/(crediting): 
 

  2017  2016 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Auditor’s remuneration 7,949  7,717 
 Depreciation of plant and equipment 19,782  18,213 
 Scholarship payments 625,025  445,906 
 Exchange loss/(gain) 5,759  (27,218) 
 Employee costs (note 8) 443,741  516,137 
 
 
8. EMPLOYEE COSTS 

 
Employee costs (including Governors’ emoluments) comprise: 
 

  2017  2016 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Salaries and bonuses 428,731  505,073 
 Contribution to defined contribution retirement plans 13,809  11,064 
 Other short-term employee benefits  1,201  - 
     
  443,741  516,137 
 
 
9. GOVERNORS’ EMOLUMENTS 

 
No emolument was paid or payable to the Governors during the year (2016: Nil). 

 
 
10. INCOME TAX EXPENSE 
 

The Company is exempt from Hong Kong Profits Tax under Section 88 of the Hong Kong 
Inland Revenue Ordinance as a charitable entity. 
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11. PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 
 

Furniture 
and fixtures  

Computer 
hardware 

and software  Total 
 US$  US$  US$ 

Cost      
At 1 January 2016  33,145  15,277  48,422 
Additions 1,313  8,070  9,383 
      
At 31 December 2016 and 1 January 2017 34,458  23,347  57,805 
Additions 7,348  3,622  10,970 
      
At 31 December 2017 41,806  26,969  68,775 
      
Accumulated depreciation      
At 1 January 2016  4,182  5,831  10,013 
Charge for the year 11,219  6,994  18,213 
      
At 31 December 2016 and 1 January 2017 15,401  12,825  28,226 
Charge for the year 12,439  7,343  19,782 
      
At 31 December 2017 27,840  20,168  48,008 
      
Net book value      
At 31 December 2017 13,966  6,801  20,767 
      
At 31 December 2016 19,057  10,521  29,579 

 
 
12. INVESTMENTS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS 
 
  2017  2016 
  US$  US$ 
     
 At 1 January  9,851,005  9,504,174 
 Dividend income 74,256  91,330 
 Interest income 5,327  385 
 Service charge  (45,613)  (39,880) 
 Withdrawals   (373,337)  - 
 Fair value gain  948,007  294,996 
     
 At 31 December 10,459,645  9,851,005 
 

The Company invests in an investment fund holding fixed deposits, equity and fixed income 
investments, and mutual funds. The investment fund was designated upon recognition as 
financial assets at fair value through profit or loss. 
 
As at 31 December 2017, the investment fund was related to specific appropriation from 
endowment fund and cannot be used for regular operating purpose.  
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13. OTHER RECEIVABLES AND DEPOSITS 
  2017  2016 
  US$  US$ 
 Amount due from Bai Xian Education 

Foundation Limited 
 

921,766 
  

500,283 
 Other receivables -  88,303 
 Deposits 19  19 
     
  921,785  588,605 

 
The amount due from Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited is unsecured, interest-free 
and repayable on demand. 

 
 

14. FUNDS 
 

Funds of the Company can be broadly grouped under three categories as follows:  
 
(i) Operating fund 
 

Operating fund represents income and expenditure applicable to the Company’s 
regular operations.   
 

(ii) Scholarship fund 
 
Scholarship fund represents donations restricted for supporting the Company’s 
scholarships. 
 

(iii) Endowment fund 
 
Endowment fund represents donations which are being held intact to build up a 
steady stream of income to support, and restricted for, the scholarship programs of 
the Company. 
 

 
15. COMMITMENTS 

 
(a) The Company entered into agreements with several universities to provide 

scholarships.  The Governors considered the following commitments in respect of 
scholarships that will be granted to existing approved scholars till the completion of 
their studies. 

 
  2017  2016 
  US$  US$ 
 Contracted but not provided for in these 

financial statements 
 

876,659 
  

501,665 
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15. COMMITMENTS - Continued 
 

(b) On 1 January 2016, the Company entered into a funding agreement with a related 
company, Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited, for receiving funds of 
US$900,000 per annum to support the operations of the Company until 31 December 
2017. 

 
On 1 January 2018, a new funding agreement with Bai Xian Education Foundation 
Limited was signed for operations funding of US$750,000 per annum until 31 
December 2020. 
 

 The Governors considered the funds to be received under the non-cancellable 
funding agreement are as follows: 

 
  2017  2016 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Not later than one year 750,000  900,000 
 Later than one year but not later than five years  1,500,000  - 
     
  2,250,000  900,000 
 
 
16. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

 
(a) During the reporting year, the Company entered into the following significant 

transactions with related parties: 
 
(i) US$2,122,255 (2016: US$2,356,244) donations were received from a related 

company, Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited; and 
 
(ii) No donations were received from the founding members (2016: US$250,000). 
 
Pursuant to the funding agreement disclosed in note 15(b), the Company received 
US$900,000 donations in 2017 which have been included in the sum disclosed in 
note 16(a)(i). 
 
Details of amount due from Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited as at 31 
December 2017 are disclosed in note 13. 

 
(b) The Governors did not receive any remuneration for the year.  The remuneration of 

other members of key management during the year were as follows: 
 

  2017  2016 
  US$  US$ 
     
 Salaries 120,319  247,642 
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17. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT   
 

The main risks arising from the Company’s financial instruments are market risks 
(including foreign exchange risk and investment price risk), liquidity risk and credit risk. 
The policies for managing these risks are summarised below: 
 
(a) Market risks 

 
(i) Foreign exchange risk 

 
The currency giving rises to foreign currency risk is primarily Hong Kong 
dollar.  The following table details the Company’s exposure at the end of the 
reporting year to currency risk arising from assets or liabilities denominated in a 
currency other than its functional currency. 

 
  Assets  Liabilities 
  2017  2016  2017  2016 
  US$  US$  US$  US$ 
         
 Hong Kong dollar 990,177  548,021  (54,941)  (121,927) 

 
Hong Kong dollar is pegged to US dollar and would not give rise to significant 
foreign exchange risk.  Accordingly, no sensitivity analysis has been prepared. 

 
(ii) Investment price risk 

 
The Company’s investments at fair value through profit or loss are exposed to 
price risk. The investment policy is to have a diversified investment portfolio 
with an investment price risk exposure at an acceptable level in the 
Company’s circumstances. 
 
Sensitivity analysis 
 
A sensitivity analysis on investment price risk has been performed on the 
Company’s investments whose fair value or future cash flows will fluctuate 
because of changes in their corresponding or underlying assets’ prices.  If the 
prices of the respective instruments had been 5% higher or lower, the surplus 
for the year would increase or decrease by US$569,142. 
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(a) Market risks 

 
(i) Foreign exchange risk 

 
The currency giving rises to foreign currency risk is primarily Hong Kong 
dollar.  The following table details the Company’s exposure at the end of the 
reporting year to currency risk arising from assets or liabilities denominated in a 
currency other than its functional currency. 

 
  Assets  Liabilities 
  2017  2016  2017  2016 
  US$  US$  US$  US$ 
         
 Hong Kong dollar 990,177  548,021  (54,941)  (121,927) 

 
Hong Kong dollar is pegged to US dollar and would not give rise to significant 
foreign exchange risk.  Accordingly, no sensitivity analysis has been prepared. 

 
(ii) Investment price risk 

 
The Company’s investments at fair value through profit or loss are exposed to 
price risk. The investment policy is to have a diversified investment portfolio 
with an investment price risk exposure at an acceptable level in the 
Company’s circumstances. 
 
Sensitivity analysis 
 
A sensitivity analysis on investment price risk has been performed on the 
Company’s investments whose fair value or future cash flows will fluctuate 
because of changes in their corresponding or underlying assets’ prices.  If the 
prices of the respective instruments had been 5% higher or lower, the surplus 
for the year would increase or decrease by US$569,142. 
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17. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT - Continued 

 
(b) Liquidity risk 
 

The Company’s policy is to regularly monitor its liquidity requirements to ensure 
that it maintains sufficient reserves of cash to meet its liquidity requirements in the 
short and long term. 

 
Analysed below is the Company’s contractual maturities of all financial liabilities 
as at 31 December 2017.  When the creditor has a choice of when the liability is 
settled, the liability is classified on the basis of the earliest date on which the 
Company can be required to pay. 

 
  On demand or 

within 1 year 
  US$ 
 2017  
 Other payables  11,867 
   
 2016  
 Other payables 16,166 
 

(c) Credit risk 
  

Credit risk is the risk that a counterparty will be unable or unwilling to pay amounts in 
full when due. 
 
The major exposure to credit risk of the Company’s financial assets (comprising cash 
and bank balances, other receivables and investments at fair value through profit or 
loss) arises from default of the counterparty, with the maximum exposure equal to the 
carrying amount of these financial assets on the statement of financial position. 

 
The Governors considered credit risk arising from cash and bank balances and 
investments at fair value through profit or loss is minimal since they are placed with 
reputable financial institutions and no credit risk on the other receivables that were due 
from a related party. 
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18. SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ASSETS AND FINANCIAL LIABILITIES BY 
 CATEGORY 
  

The Governors considered that the carrying amounts of the financial assets and financial 
liabilities of the Company approximated their fair values at the end of the reporting year. 
 
The following table shows the carrying amount and fair values of financial assets and liabilities 
as defined in note 4(c). 
 

 2017  2016 
 US$  US$ 

    
Financial assets    
Fair value through profit or loss    

- Investments  10,459,645  9,851,005 
    
Loans and receivables    

- Other receivables and deposits 921,785  588,605 
- Cash and bank balances 634,278  267,300 

    
Financial liabilities    
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost    

- Other payables 11,867  16,166 
 
As at 31 December 2017, the Company’s investments (note 12) measured at fair value were 
determined with reference to inputs that were not based on observable market data 
(unobservable inputs) (i.e. Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy as defined by HKFRS 13).  
There were no transfers to and from Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy during the year. 

 
 

19. APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  
 

 The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the Governors on  
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